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Editorial Note

The CUHK Papers in Linguistics is a publication of
the Linguistics Research Laboratory, Department of
English. The first issue includes contributions
from a cross-section of some of our activities,
including postgraduate work.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the financial
support provided by the Trustees of Lingnan University
and the United Board of Higher Christian Education in
Asia, without which this publication would not have
been possible.

Correspondence concerning the Papers should be
addressed to:

Linguistics Research Laboratory,
Department of English,
Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Shatin,
Hong Kong.

Teresa Ching
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PROSODIC ASPECTS of HEARING-IMPAIRED CHILDREN:
A QUALITATIVE and QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT

Teresa Y C Ching
Department of English

Chinese University of Hong Kong

I. Introduction
The virtual lack of a standardized and clinically

useful method to assess the prosodic skills of
profoundly hearing-impaired children is a major
problem faced by all workers concerned with deaf
education in Hong Kong. This problem is imminent,
not only because of difficulties in adopting
foreign methods due to typological differences
between languages, but also because prosodic skills
essentially affect other areas of 1.nguage
development. It is of particular importance to the
child, whose cognitive development is also closely
related to his expressive and receptive skills.

1.3. Language Typology
Methods of assessment of speech and language

have been developed in many English-speaking areas
(see for example, Grunwell, 1987; Ingram, 1976,
1981; Ling, 1976; Crystal, 1982). A major
characteristic of these lie in the over-emphasis of
segmental skills. Apart from the Crystal
publication, supra-segmental or prosodic skills
have been much over-looked and underestimated.

In Hong Kong, the language situation makes this
problem more acute. Cantonese is the spoken
mother-tongue. Unlike English, Cantonese is a tone
language. This means that the same consoant-vowel
combination can convey quite different messages,
depending on the pitch pattern with which it is
produced. For example, the segmental combination
/ji/ can mean 'clothing', 'chair', 'meaning',
'child', 'ears' or 'two', depending on whether the
pitch pattern adopted is one of high level, high
rising, mid level, low falling, low rising or low
level respectively. Figure 1 shows the fundamental
frequency patterns of the six tones produced by a
female native speaker of Cantonese. A consequence
of overlooking this linguistically significant
aspect in any programme of langaage intervention
leads to defective prosodic skills, the most
essential aspect of language skills.
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1.2 Prosodic skills
Prosody refers to pitch, intensity and

duration. The linguistic uses of these for
distinctive purposes in Cantonese are shown in the
lexical tone patterns (as indicated in Figure 1).
The interactions between pitch and intensity
contribute to tonal distinctions and accentuation.
Difference in duration is also a significant cue
for tonal distinctions (see Figure 2).

In communicative terms, prosodic skills
contribute to pragmatic skills for signalling
accentuation. Articulatory skills are also
dependent on adequate excitation of the vocal
tract, which is in turn related to the mastery of
an efficient airstream mechanism. Grammatical
skills in the use of different sentence types, for
signalling boundaries and for performing various
speech acts again hinge on the effective use of
prosodic skills in production and reception.

Research on 'deaf speech' have shown that prosodic
errors essentially lead to poor intelligibility
(see e.g. McGarr and Osberger, 1978). Thus,
defective prosody can be a major source of
difficulty experienced by the deaf who attempt to
communicate using speech.

Prosodic skills are among the first skills mastered
by the developing infant. Normally hearing :Dabiez
develop the ability to control the larynx, to use
voice quality and pitch changes to communicate long
before a contrastive segmental system can be
established (Abberton, 1985; CrysJzal, 1975;
Fourcin, 1978). Literature on speech acquisition
by Cantonese (Tse, 1978) and Mandarin (Chao, 1951),
and many other tone-language-speaking children (see
Li and Thompson, 1978 for a review) provide ample
e.idence with regard to normal acquisition. The
preligually deaf child, however, is often
characterised by poor phonatory control. The
productions are either 'monotonal' or marred by
erratic pitch variations which drastically affect
comprehensibility. Intervention to foster speech
development must be based on the natural
acquisitional sequence.

1.3 Hearing-impairment
Auditory disability often leads to degradations

5
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in frequency analytic ability in the peripheral
hearing mechanism so much so that speech patterns
cannot be extracted from the acoustic flow of
speech. PiJ-.ch patterns, which essentially signal
lexiCal contrasts in Cantonese, are crucial to
speech communication. The speaker must be able to
make use of'varying pitch patterns to convey
differences in meaning, and understanding speech is
also dependent on recognising these prosodic
patterns.

All hearing-impaired listeners have residual
hearing, which can be usefully employed especially
in conveying prosodic differences. The frequency
region of usable hearing corresponds well with the
fundamental frequency range of normal speakers (see
Figure 3). Profoundly hearing-impaired children
can be taught to perceive and produce lexical tones
in Cantonese (Ching, 1987) if the auditory input
can be presented in a clear and usable manner
(Fourcin, 1987). For those who depend on
lipreading for understanding speech, fundamental
frequency information is most useful because
varying pitch patterns cannot be seen on the face
of the speaker (Rosen et al, 1981; Grant, 1987).
Even much greater benefit is obtainable by a
lipreader in a Cantonese-speaking environment
(Ching, 1985, 1988).

11. Assessment of prosodic skills
The present work attempts to develop a

qualitative assessment to profile prosodic skills
of children with speech defects, and correlate it
with a quantitative assessment of productive
skills. The former is indebted to the PROP
developed first by Crystal (1982), with much
modifications to cater specifically for the
Cantonese-speaking context. This present work also
entails the use of the Visi-pitch to provide
objective data for assessment. The aim is to
devise a comprehensive description of prosodic
skills for purposes of assessment and intervention.

Video-recordings of each subject were made in a
sound-treated studio with one-side viewing window
and mounted cameras. Each recording session
consisted of a mother-child interation in a
naturalistic conversational environment. The
mother of each child was to elicit the child to
tell a story using a picture story book, and also
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to talk about what they did over the past weekend.

The analytic approach involvea firstly the
transcription of the video-recording at the
morphological and phonological/phonetic levels.
Each sample was about three minutes of continuous
speech. These transcribed material were theh
divided into tone units. An interlinear method was
used to mark varying pitch contours, and
information regarding voice quality, pitch range
were also noted. Functional and non-functional use
of pitch, length and intensity changes were also
recorded.

For each subject, the results were summarized on a
profile. The recordings were analysed individually
by two experimenters, and then results were
compared. There was good agreement.

The reliability of the profile description of
each subject's performance was also assessed by
reviewing other parts of the recordings of the same
subject. A longer sample would be used for
the construction of the profile to yield a more
representative description if the original was found
to be deficlent.

11.1 Qualitative assessment
The following is a description of the profile

used to describe prosodic skills in Cantonese. This
is then illustrated by brief accounts of the
pro&lction of two profoundly hearing-impaired
chilLren, aged 6;2 and 13;10 respectively.

The chart recognises three main aspects of the
linguistic use of pitch in Cantonese. The analysis
on the basis of TONE UNITS focus on the way in
which the formal pitch/rhythm contour relates to
grammatical structure. Tone units are bounded by
pauses.

Incomplete tone units, such as false starts,
are recorded separately. Indeterminate items are
instances in which ambient noise or unwanted
intervention make it difficult to decide whether
the productions were complete tone units. These
often happen in naturalistic conversational
situations. Stereotyped instances are prosodic
patterns which are fixed; nursery rhymes or quotes
from TV commercials are some of the sources. Pitch
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patterns which are direct imitations of the
stimulus, and obviously outside of what one would
normally expect of the child, would be entered
under Imitation in the chart.

All other utterences are analysed in sequence,
directly in terms of the general grammatical
structure. A tone unit may be equivalent to a
clause, for example,

E,m1Pei-V) 'I don't want to give it away'

or to a phrase, for example,

Chak-sik\hai 3 'black shoes'.

There are also instances of tone units whose
grammatical structure is a single word, for
example,

[\syrt'iu ) 'potato chips'

or a syllable in a di-syllabic word, as in

[-kei ] :plane' when [-fei-kei ] aeroplane'

was intended. (This was only evident when the
utterance which followed was the full form [-fei

-kei ] 'aeroplane'.)

No reference is made to the functions of the
tone units. These warrant much more lengthy
treatment on their own. Nevertheless, contextual and
attitudinal contexts might be listed under Others
when contextual imformation contribute to the
evaluation of speech. Number of occurrence can
also be tallied.

TONE refers to two aspects of laryngeal control,
adequate phonation in an appropriate register, and
systematic use of fundamehtal frequency variations
in an appropriate range.

Tonal variations are recorded in the space between
two lines, which represent the speaker's pitch'
range on the basis of auditory judgement.
Utterances are then transcribed in sequence. In
disordered prosody, pecularities of pitch range
(narrowing, widening) and phonation type
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(breathiness, hoarseness, etc) might be expected,
and must be noted on the chart.

Under tonal contrasts, the six pitch patterns
(refer to Figure 1 for their fundamental frequency
contours) responsible for making lexical contrasts
in Cantonese are listed. Only pitch patterns used
distinctively are noted down. Phonetic variants
are not subclassified, unless these fall outside
the normal child and adult usage.

Tonal contours occurring in an especially narrow
range must be recorded, as these might give rise
to uncertainty as to whether a high rising or low
rising tone was used, or whether the tones were
falling or level.

The third section refers to the use of INTONATION
and ACCENTUATION on the sentence and word level,
particularly to the overall pitch/rhythm pattern of

the utterance, including all particles, which are
an essential feature of spoken Cantonese. Many of
the grammatical structures need to be pronounced in
the appropriate intonation for them to be
understood as statements or questions. Particles
must also be used with the correct intonational
contour for correct interpretation.

Relative loudness is directly related to the
proportion of content words to function words
(particles) in the utterance. Relative pitch of
the words relate to the systematic modifications of
tonal contours in certain contexts, and the pitch
pattern of the functional particles. Tonal
patterns are inherent contrastive patterns of
content words and function words. Continuity
applies specifically to words which are made up of
more than one syllable.

The following brief accounts of the profiles
of two profoundly hearing-impaired children
illustrate the practical application of the

approach.

SUBJECT 2
Subject 2 is a six-year-old child with an

average hearing loss of 100 decibels over the fout
frequencies (250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz).

She has good filtering characteristics at
frequencies below 500 Hz. (see Figure 4 for her
pure tone audiogram).
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Her profile (Table 1) shows that she produces
clauses and phrases with a coherent prosodic
structure. She has adequate phonatory control, and
her fundamental frequency range is normal, both in
its register and range. Her productions, however,
demonstrate a reduced inventory of four-tone
contrasts. Most of her productions were statements
in the appropriate intonation. The lack of other
sentence types may be a function of the activity at
the recording session. Further analysis of the
productions in other contexts and at other times
would give a better picture of her productive
skills. She produces inadvertently loud utterances
when the situation does not necessitate it.

On the basis of the profile, intervention should
initially concentrate on helping her to monitor the
loudness of her own production. The usage of
particles with the appropriate intonation for
asking questions and for expressing her intentions
need to be worked on. A third objective would be
to help expand her tonal inventory.

SUBJECT 4
Subject 4 is a thirteen-year-old profoundly

hearing-impaired child. She has a better pure tone
audiogram than subject 2 (see Figure 4), but her
filtering chLracteristics at low frequencies are
not as -Jod. She has an appreciable measure of
phonatcry control, but still has difficulties in
voice production. This affects her voice register,
and her control over the production of tonal
contrasts.

Her profile as shown in Table 2 indicated that
many of her utterances are incomplete. Her grammatical
development is also delayed in comparison with
subject 2. She has an uncomfortably high pitch
register, with a falsetto voice quality and a very
narrow pitch range. High pitch is her 'norm', with
a high/low contrast in her production. Pitch
changes adventitiously introduced in her speech
indicated irregularity of vocal fold vibration. She
uses no particles, and produces no variations in
sentence type. Her tonal ability is restricted,
and not much is gained even when a longer sample
was taken.

It is essential to help her improve on her voice
quality and bring her register down to the normal

iu
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range. It it only-then that word-level tonal
contrasts may be introduced.

II.2.Quantitative.assessment
A set of audio-recording was also made

separately with each child by her teacher. This
provides supplementary information on production
skills of the child, and is particularly useful for
analysis using the Visi-pitch. The audio-recordings
provide a basis for statittical analysis for the
fundamental frequency characteristics of the
subject.

The chosen sample of data were input to an Apple
IIe computer via a Visi-pitch and an analog-to-
digital converter. Comprehensive statistics
regarding the range and absolute frequency
variations in the data can be calculated. In Figure
5, the frequency/intensity patterns of an utterance
produced by subject 4 is shown side by side with
that of her teacher. Summary statistics show that
the child's range is 318 Hz - 412 Hz, an unusually
high pitch register; as her young lady teacher has
a fundamental frequency range of 120 Hz - 265 Hz.

A direct comparison illustrates the inappropriately
high pitch range employed by the child. Frequency
changes were not systematically used, and
corresponding intensity changes as an acoustic cue
for signalling the correct lexical tone was not
used either.

III. Discussion
The profile description and the analysis using the

Visipitch can be correlated with the aided and
unaided audiograms of the subject to serve as a
comprehensive case description. The possibility of
storing the sample on a diskette allows easy access
for up-dating of information, and for comparisons
of the performance of the same subject at regular
time intervals. Analysis results can also be stored
on diskettes for easy access. Particularly for
centres and schools where there are heavy
caseloads, time and space are important
considerations.

The possibilities of comparing data on-line also
enables the teacher to devise training programmes

ii
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suited to individual needs at different times. For
example, one of the aims of the training p:ogramme
for Subject 4 would be to work on bringing down the
range of the child to an appropriate level and
expanding the range. Subjective impressions must
be substantiated by objective measurements in order
for the teacher not to have unrealistic
expectations, and to be sensitive to small but
steady improvements. Achievements which can be
charted permit systematic monitoring of progress.

The present work is concerned with assessing
prosodic skills in production. Perceptual tests
using specific speech patterns, natural and
synthetic, are essential to a better understanding
of the speech skills of the subject (Ching, 1988).
The enhancement of prosodic skills can also be
attained when a clear auditory input and a visual
display are used (Ching, 1989). It is only through
a clarification in input and an insight into the
needs of the profoundly deaf that speech skills can
be profitably improved.

4
2,
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Figure 1 Fundamental frequency patterns of the E.'x

lexical tones in Cantonese, with their correspond.ng

intensity patterns.
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'poem try matter colour zinc eat'

TIME 0.-

Figure 2 Fundamental frequency patterns of the
three level tones in open and closed syllables.
Final plosives are all unreleased in Cantonese,
so the perceptual distinction between the two
syllable types is essentially one of duration.
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The Role of Linear Order in
the Acquisition of Quantifier Scope in Chinese*

Thomas Hun-tak Lee
CUHK

1. Introduction

In the linguistics and philosophy literature, it has long
been observed that a salient property of quantifier noun
phrases (ONP) such as a story, two strings, every child lies in
their ability to exhibit relative scope (cf. e.g. Quine 1960,
Lakoff 1971, Keenan 1974' If a QNP falls within the scope of
another, the former may be referentially dependent on the
latter. This can be illustrated by the English sentence (1),
which contains two QNPs - a story and every child. Depem ing on
which QNP falls within the scope of the other, (1) can have two
interpretations, given in (2a) and (2b).

(1)A story was read to every child.
(2) a. There is a x = story such that for all y =child,

x was read to y.
b. For all y= child, there is a x =story such that

x was read to y.

In the interpretation (2a), every child is within the s-ope of
a story; the former is said to have narrow scope, while the
latter has wide scope: it was the same story that was read to
every child. In the reading represented by (2b), where a story
has narrow scope, the choice of referent depends on the choice
of the child: different stories may have been read to different
children.

The question as to how children of various ages interpret
the relative scope of quantifiers is of considerable interest
from the standpoint cf learnability. The representation of
scope requires theoretical constructs such as operators (e.g.
there is a x, for all y) and variables (e.g. x, y), as well a,§

well-formedness conditions governing the binding of variables.4
It seems plausible to assume that abstract constructs such as
operators and variables are not learned inductively, but are
part of the initial state of the child. In other words, they
might be among the substantive universals of Universal Grammar
(UG). Following the spirit of Fodor (1980)'s argument, it is
clear that children who do not possess the linguistic concepts
of operators and variables would find it impossible to learn
whether the langvage they are exposed to (e.g. English)
displays scope ambiguity. This is because given a sentence like
(1), children first of all need to have the means of
representing the two scope interpretations of the sentence
before they can detect scope ambiguity. The representation of
scope possibilities presupposes the postulation of operators
and variables in the first place.'

A further point that can be made is that even though the

c
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varia,ble-binding property of QNPs may be endowed as part of
UG,' it is possible that these innate properties are not
available to the child at the outset. Rather they manifest
themselves at a later stage as the child matures. As Borer and
Wexler (1987) have observed, while children's grammar may be
consistent with UG principles at all stages of its evolution,
it is conceivable, that some UG principles are not realized at
particular stages because of maturational factors. It remains,
therefore, for empirical investigations to ascertain whether
children indeed grasp the scope property of QNPs early on in
their development.

The acquisition of quantificational scope also deserves
attention because the principles determining scope
interpretation differ from one language to another.
Quantificational scope is an area of grammar that shows
parametric variation. A striking contrast between Chinese and
English is that generally speaking, English permits scope
ambiguity much more freely than Chinese. In English, the
relative scope of QNPs in a clause is generally not uniquely
determinqd by the relative position of the QNPs at S-
structure. Thus, it is not the case that in (1), the
structurally superior subject QNP a story always has wide scope
over the prepositional object QNP every child. Rather, either
QNP may have wide scope. In Chinese, however, as first observed
by S.F. Huang (1981), a strong ,isomorphism exists between S-
structure and I..ogical Form (LF).° A subject QNP invariably has
scope over an object QNP, as shown by (3). The sentence cannot
have the interpretation (3b) where the object QNP meige
xuesheng 'every student' has the subject QNP yige jingcha 'a
cop' within its scope.

(3) a. Turan, yige jingcha zhuazou le meige xuesheng
suddenly one-CL cop arrest ASP every-CL student
"Suddenly, a cop arrested every student"

b. There is a x= cop such that for all y =student, x arrested y
c.*For all y= student, there is a x =cop such that x arrested y

Some languages may use linear precedence as a principle for
scope interpretation, so that if QNP A precedes QNP B at S-
structure, then A has scope over B at LF. As we will argue
later, this is essentially the relevant principle for Chinese.
For other languages such as English, linearity may be
irrelevant. The fact that a QNP A precedes another QNP B at S-
structure does not mean that the only scope interpretation is
the one with A having wide scope. Given these crosslinguistic
facts, one may assume that the parameters for the determination
of scope may take on different values (e.g. different syntactic
relations) across languages.

If languages vary in how quantifier scope is determined,
how do children learn the scope interpretation principles of
their native language? What initial principles do they adopt?
Do they assume free scope order or do they regard scope order
as given directly by the relative positions of the QNPs at S-
structure? These are intriguing learnability issues which can
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only receive satisfactory answers when acquisition data is
available for a variety of languages governed by different
scope interpretation principles. The present research is
intended to be a contribution to this line of inquiry. We will
demonstrate empirically that linearity must be a strong
principle assumed by Mandarin-speaking children in their
understanding of scope. Below we outline the principles for
determining quantifier scope in adult Mandarin Chinese before
turning to the experimental study.

2. Quantifier Scope in Mandarin Chinese

The scope principles for Mandarin Chinese which we adopt
for the experimental investigation are given in (4) (cf. J.
Huang 1983, Aoun and Li 1987 for alternative analysis):

(4) Suppose A and B are QNPs, then
a. if A asymmetrically commands B at S-structure, A has scope

over B at Logical Form (LF) (A commands B if neither
dominates the other and the first S node dominating A also
dominates B);

b. if A and B command each other and A precedes B at S-structure,
A has scope over B at LF.

The first principle captures the clauseboundedness of the
effect of quantification. Intuitively, a QNP cannot escape from
its own clause to have scope over another QNP in a higher
clause. Figures la and lb illustrate structures where QNP2
asymmetrically commands QNP1. In Figure la, QNP1 occurs within
a sentential subject; in Figure lb, QNP1 is located within a
relative clause modifying a subject NP. In both figures, QNP2
commands QNPi since the first S-node dominating QNP7 is So,
which dominates "S1, the first S node dominating QNP1. However,
QNP1 does not command QNP2 because S1 does not dominate So.
Examples of these structures are given in (5-6).

.00.00. o So

NP VP

S1 QNP2

QNP1

NP

S1 de N

QNP1

Figure la Figure lb

VP

QNP2

(5) a. [xili jinnian ging le sange zhujiao]
department-in this-year hire ASPthree-CL teaching-assistant
dui meige laoshi dou you haochu
to every-CL teacher all have benefit

"(the fact) [that the department hired three teaching
assistants] this year is beneficial to every teacher"

b. For all y = teacher, the fact that there are three x= teaching
assistant such that the department hired x is beneficial
to y.

2.4
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c. *There are three x = teaching assistant such that for all
y = teacher, the fact that the department hired x is beneficial
to y.

(6) a. [shujia kan le yibai ben shil] de tongxue
summer read ASP one-hundred CL book NOM classmate
dedao meige laoshi de chertgzan
obtain every-CL teacher NOM praise

"Students [who read a hundred books in the summer]
obtained the praise of every teacher."

b. For all y = teacher, students such that there are a hundred
x = book and students read x obtained the praise of y.

c. *There are a hundred x =book such that for all y =teacher,
students who read x won the praise cf y.

In (5), QNP2 is meige laoshi 'every teacher', while QNP1 is
sange xuesheng 'three students'. In (6), QNP2 is also meige
laoshi 'every teacher, and QNP1 is yibai ben shu 'a hundred
books'. By our scope principle (4a), only QNP2 may have wide
scope in both sentences. This is born- out by the data.
Sentence (5) cannot be understood as "the.fe are three teaching
assistants such that for each of them, the fact that the
department hired him/her is beneficial to every teacher".
Likewise, (6) does not mean "there are a hundred books such
that for each of them, student who read it obtained the praise
of every teacher." The fact that asymmetrical command is the
relevant principle for deciding the relative scope of QNPs in
separate clauses can also be seen from the fact that linear
order fails to play any role in these cases. Although QNP1
precedes QNP2 in (5-6), it is QNP2 that takes wide scope.

Linear order is relevant for scope interpretation only
when asymmetrical command does not obtain, as stated in (4b).
If two QNPs command each other, the one that precedes will have
wide scope. Below we examine four types of structures in which
the QNPs mutually command. For all these cases, the linearity
principle makes the correct prediction. Consider Figure 2,
which shows a QNP in subject position (QNP1) and another QNP in
object position (QNP2). A sentence whose core structure
coincides with that in this figure has been given earlier in
(3).

QNP1
V- QNP2

41) Figure 2

The scope principle (4b) says that QNP1 will have scope over
QNP2. This is consistent with the facts of the unambiguous
sentence (3), in which only yige jingcha 'a cop' may have wide
scope. While on the surface (4b) seems to be factually
accurate, it does not receive substantial support from such
sentences as those represented in Figure 2. Notice that in the
agure, the two QNPs reflect two kinds of relations. QNP1
precedes ONP2, and at the same time the former c-commands the

J
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latter (A c-cornmands B if neither dominates the other, and the
first branching node dominating A also dominates B). In other
words, linear order is confounded with c-command in these
structures. To identify the independent contribution of
linearity in scope relations, we need to turn to sentences
where neither of the mutually commanding QNPs c-commands the
other. Some of these cases are represented in Figures 3 and 4.
In Figure 3, QNP1 is a preverbal prepositional object and QNP2
a postverbal object (either a direct object or a prepositional
object). In Figure 4, both QNPs are prepositional objects in
preverbal position. The structure in Figure 3 is illustrated by
(7-8), while that of Figure 4 is exemplified by (9).

S
NP I.;VP

P "°. QNP1. V ,(P13),
(P) ODNP2

Figure 3

S
NP VP

pp VP
P QNPi. P' QNP2

Figure 4

(7) a. Wo changchang [dui liangge nanren] baoyuan meige nuren
I often to two-CL male complain every-CL woman
"I often complain to two men about every woman"

b. There are two x = male such that for all y =woman,
I often complain to x about y.

c. *For all y =woman, there are two x =male such that
I often complain to x about y.

(8) a. Ta [ha yizhong yanse] tu zai meizhang zhuo shang
s/he BA one-CL color paint at every-CL table on
"S/he painted every table with a color"

b. There is a x=color such,that for every y =table,
s/he painted y with x.

c. ?For every y = table, there is a x =color such that
s/he painted y with x.

a. Daoyan [gen liangge sheyingshi] [cong meige jiaodu]
director with two-CL cameraman from every-CL angle
paishe changcheng
film Great-Wall

"The director filmed the Great Wall with two cameramen from
every angle

b. There are two x=cvmerman, such that for every y = angle,
the director filmed the Great Wall with x from y.

c. *For every y = angle, there are two x =camerman, such that
the director filmed the Great Wall with x from y.

In (7-9), on our definition of c-command, neither QNP c-
commands the other. The interpretations given in (7b, 8b, 9b)
and the ill-formedness of the readings (7c, 9c) show that
generally, in accordance with the linearity principle (4b), it

(9)
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is the QNP that precedes that has wide scope.7 The marginal
status of (8c) suggests that perhaps in some configurations (in
th". case the Ba-construction), scope ambiguity may be
possible. We will return to this issue in our discussion of the
experimental findings.

One last type of structure that reveals the role of linear
order is that given in Figure 5, where both QNPs occur
postverbally, one as direct object and the other as
prepositional object. (10) gives an example of this structure.
On one analysis of the sentence, the verb and the direct object
form one constitutent V', which then combines with a PP to form
VP.

S
NP

V QNPi P QNP2

Figure 5

(10) a. Laoshi song le liangben shu gei meige tongxue
teacher give ASP two-CL book to every-CL classmate

"The teacher gave two books to every classmate"
b. There are two x =book such that for all y =classmate

the teacher gave x to y.
c. For all y =classmate, there are two x =book, such that

the teacher gave x to y.

If our constitutent analysis is correct, neither QNP c-commands
the other. By (4b), QNP1 should take wide scope. This is in
fact one of the two interpretations of the sentence. However,
unlike sentences such as (3, 7, 9), which are unambiguous, more
than one scope reading is possible with sentences like (10), as
first observed by Aoun and Li (1987). Suffice it to say at this
point that the linearity principle allows us to predict some,
if not all, of the scope interpretations of a clause and that
the principle does not make false predictions. Further
observations will be made about scope ambiguity in later
sections.

3. Children's Understanding of Quantifier Scope

An earlier study (Lee 1986) investigated how Mandarin-
speaking children aged between three and eight comprehended the
relative scope of QNPs in subject and object positions, i.e.
sentences represented by Figure 2. A major finding of the study
was that Chinese children probably interpreted QNPs as
inherently referential; clear evidence for the variable-binding
property of QNPs was not observed among the children until
after five. In other words, given a sentence such as (11),
three- to five-year-olds interpreted ; ige dangao 'a cake' as
referring to a specific entity.

(11) a. Meige xiaohai dou zai chi yige dangao
every-CL child all ASPeat one-CL cake

"Every child is eating a cake"
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b. For all x= child, there is a y =cake such that
x is eating a cake.

The reading according to which different children are eating
different cakes was clearly evidenced only in the older age
youps. The study, however, failed to establish the scope
interpretation principles assumed by children once the
variable-binding property of QNPs is understood. The subject
QNP both precedes and c-commands the object QNP (cf. Figure 2),
and to the extent that children interpreted QNPi as having wide
scope, 'Lt is unclear whether they were following linear
precedence or c-command.

3.1 Test Material

To overcome the inadequacies of the earlier study, the
test sentences of the present experiment include QNPs that do
not show any c-command relationship, i.e. those illustrated in
Figures o3 and 5. Three sentence types were used, as given in
(12-14).° The first sentence type shows QNPI in a preverbal
locative phrase (a prepositional phrase headed- by zai 'at') and
QNP2 as a postverbal object. As observed earlier (cf. sentence
(7) and Figure 3), this type of sentence is unambiguous, with
QNP1 having scope over QNP2.

(12) Sentence Type I (zai-sentences)

a. X zai yige dengzi shang fang meigen shengzi (EA)
at one-CL stool on put every-CL string

"X puts every string on a stool"
b. X zai meige dengzi shang dou fang yigen shengzi (AE)

at every-CL s:ool on all put one-CL string
"X puts a string on every stool"

c. X zai yige xiaohai shenshang gai meitiao maojin (EA)
at one-CL child body-on lay every-CL towel

"X lays every towel on a child"
d. X zai meige xiaohai shenshang dou gai yitiao maojin (AE)

at every-CL child body-on all lay one-CL towel
"X lays a towel on every child"

The second type of sentence involves QNP1 as direct object and
QNP2 as a postverbal object of a locative phrase (a
prepositional phrase headed by zai 'at'). As discussed earlier
(cf. sentence (10) and Figure 5), two scope interpretations are
possible for these sentences, with the linearity principle
predicting only one of the two readings.

(13) Sentence Type II (V-sentences)

a. X fang yigen shengzi zai meige dengzishang (EA)
put one-CL string at every-CL stool-on

"X puts a string on every stool"
b. X fang meigen shengzi zai yige dengzishang (AE)

put every-CL string at one-CL stool-on
"X puts every string on a stool"

c. X gai yitiao maojin zai meige xiaohai shenshang (EA)
lay one-CL towel at every-CL child body-on

2(-3



"X lays a towel on every child"
d. X gai meitiao maojin zai yige xiaohai

lay every-CL towel at one-CL child
"X lays every towel on a child"

The third sentence type used in the experiments is the Ba-
construction illustrated earlier by sentence (8) and Figure 3.
In this sentence type, QNP1 serves as the object of the
preverbal Ba-prepositional phrase, while QNP2 functions as the
object of a postverbal locative phrase (a prepositional phrase
headed by zai 'at'). For this sentence type, the dominant
reading is recognized to be that with QNP1 having wide scope,
and the interpreAation with '0NP2 having wide scope is
considered marginal.'

25

shenshang (AE)
body-on

(14) Sentence Type III (Ba-sentences)

a. X Ba yigen shengzi fang zai meige dengti
BAone-CL string put at every-CL stool

"X puts a string on every stool"
b. X Ba meigen shengzi dou fang zai yige d

BAevery-CL string all put at one-CL
"X puts every string on a stool"

c. X Ba yitiao maojin gai zai meige xiaohai
BAone-CL towel lay at every-CL child

"X lays a towel on every child"
d. X Ba meitiao maojin gai zai yige xiaolzai

BAevery-CL towel lay at one-CL child
"X lays every towel on a child"

In the test sentences (12-14), X stands for the name of the
child subject. There are two prop settings corresponding to
each senten-.:e type, one involving the placement of strings on
stools, and the other requiring the positioning of towels over
the bodies of dolls. The props are illustrated in Figures 6 and
7. The (a,b) sentences in (12-14) refer to the prop setup in
Figure 6, while the (c,d) sentences correspond to the props in
Figure 7.

shang
on

engzi shang
stool on

shenshang
body-on

shenshang
body-on

Figure 6 Figure 7

For each sentence type and prop setting, two quantifier orders
were used, an EA order with an existential QNP preceding a
universal QNP, as well as an AE order with a universal QNP

(EA)

(AE)

(EA)

(AE)
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preceding an existential QNP. The (a) and (c) sentences in (12-
14) show EA order, whereas the (b) and (d) sentences display AE
order. A total of 3 (sentence type) x 21Aprop setting) x 2
(quantifier order) = 12 sentences were employed.'

3.2 Procedure

117 Mandarin-speaking children aged between three and
eight were drawn from two kindergartens and two primary schools
in Beijing. The subjects included 16 three-year-olds, 21 four-
year-olds, 21 five-year-olds, 19 six-year-olds, 20 seven-year-
olds, and 20 eight-year-olds. In addition, a group of adults
were tested as control.

The children were interviewed individually, each for about
20 minutes. They were shown the props by the writer and another
researcher, who is a native speaker of Mandarin, and the test
sentences were read to them. The subjects were then asked to
act out the meaning of the sentences. Only act-out tasks were
used, because in Lee (1986), it was found that children were
much more consistent in act-out tasks than in picture
identification tasks when responding to sentences containing
more than one QNP. In the experiment, the prop settings and the
test sentences for each prop setting were randomized and were
used together with some other picture-identification items not
directly related to the relative scope of QNPs.

The experiment has a four-part structure summarized as
collows:

Part I: Training tasks
a. two training sentences for toy manipulation
b. two training sentences for picture identification

Part II: Picture identification tasks (two sentences)
Act-out Tasks
Prop Setting A (cf. Figure 6): three sentences
Prop Setting B (cf. Figure 7): three sentences

Part III: Picture identification tasks (two sentences)
Act-out Tasks
Prop Setting B (cf. Figure 7): three sentences
Prop Setting A (cf. Figure 6): three sentences

Part IV: Picture identification tasks (two sentences)
Act-out Tasks
Prop Setting B (cf. Figure 7): three sentences
Prop Setting A (cf. Figure 6): three sentences

The experimental procedure for adults differed slightly from
that for children. Adult subjects were interviewed in groups of
five to six rather than indivithially. Instead of using the
subject's name in the position of X in the test sentences, the
morpheme ging 'please' was used as X. Adults were shown the
props and were asked to represent their interpretation
schematically w;th pencil and paper (e.g. using lines to
represent strings and rectangular boxes to symbolize stools).

4. Results

3
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4.1 Predictions based on the Linearity Principle

If the linearity principle (4b) is correct, then one
should predict that the wide scope of QNP1 is available for all
the test sentences. For unambiguous sentences such as the zai-
sentences in (12) (Type II, cf. Figure 3), one should expect
QNP1 to predominantly receive wide scope interpretation in the
adult and older age groups. For sentences where ambiguity
exists, perhaps marginally, such as the V. sentences of (13)
(Type II, cf. Figure 5) and the Ba-stntences of (14) (Type
III),- the wide scope reading of QNPi should at least show up as
a major pattern in the adults and older subjects.

The children's performance, however, may show a task bias
which will affect how they respond to sentences of the AE and
EA orders. In the experiment, the subjects were shown three
objects (stools or dolls) which refer to the location or goal
of three other objects (strings or towels), and were asked to
act according to their understanding of the test sentences.
Earlier studies (cf. Donaldson and McGarrigle 1974) suuest
that in such prop settings, children are likely to put objects
in one-one correspondence wittiput really attending to the
linguistic clues in the sentence." This potential danger may
be especially evident in the youngest groups, who may not have
acquired stable knowledge of the relevant linguistic
principles. In other words, given a sentence of AE order, with
a universar quantifier as QNP1, the children may place strings
and stools, or towels and dolls, in one-one correpondence,
giving the semblance of a wide scope reading of QNP1. This
response may be a reflection of task bias rather than an
understanding of the linearity principle. If a task bias indeed
exists, then one would expect the younger children to pair the
two sets of props irrespective of quantifier order, i.e.
children's responses to the AE sentences may superficially
resemble a wide scope of QNP1 interpretation, and their
responses to the EA sentences may seem to suggest a wide scope
of QNP2 reading. The predictions of our analysis are given in
Table 1.

Table 1. Predicted Results based on Linearity and
Task Bias

Sentence Tag Linear Order Task Bias Tsiting Cala fa
Linearity

zai EA wide scope wide scope yes
of E of A

zai AE wide scope wide scope no
of A of A

V EA wide scope wide scope yes
of E of A

V AE wide scope wide scope no
of A of A

Ba EA wide scope wide scope yes
of E of A

Ba AE wide scope wide scope no
of A of A
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According to the linearity principle, the first QNP should take
wide scope irrespective of sentence type and quantifier type,
as shown in column two of the table. If subjects act only under
the influence of the task bias, they will respond as though
they were opting for the wide scope of the universal
quantifier, irrespective of quantifier order, as shown in
column three. If the responses predicted by linearity happen to
be also predicted by the task bias, as is the case with all the
AE sentences, the reSult will not tell us the precise role of
linear order in the children's interpretation. If-, however, the
responses based on linearity are exactly the, opposite of that
due to task bias, as in all the EA sentences, then evidence for
the wide scope interpretation of the existential quantifier can
be construed as a very strong indication that children are
following linear precedence in interpreting scope. The
sentences that inform us of the role of linearity are marked
'yes' in column four. As our results will reveal, the task bias
indeed influenced the younger subjects.

4.2 Experimental Results

The data reported here is concerned with the scope-
differentiated interpretations of the subjects. Responses that
cannot be classified as corresponding to theovide scope of one
of the QNPs are excluded from our analysis." Corresponding to
each sentence type and quantifier order, three categories of
responses 'are distinguished. One type of response shows
subjects consistently assigning wide scope to QNP1 on the two
test sentences (cf.the two prop arrangements). Another type of
response shows subjects who consistently take QNP7 as the wide
scope quantifier on the two test sentences. In tife third type
of response, subjects fluctuate between the wide scope of QNP1
on one test sentence And the wide scope of QNP2 on the other.
That is, the third category consists of inconsistent responses.

4.2.1 Results on zai-sentences (Type I)

Figure 8 gives the results on the zai-sentences with EA
order. The lines connected by squares represent the percentage
of an age group that consistently chose the wide scope of QNP1
(in this case the existential quantifier). The graph marked by
crosses represents the percentage of an age group that
consistently violated the linearity principle by choosing the
wide scope reading of QNP2 (in this case the universal
quantifier). The lines joined by diamonds show the proportion
of an age group that varied between the two scope
interpretations. Here, a wide scope interpretation of E is one
where all the strings/towels are placed on a single stool/doll.
A wide scope interpretation of the universal quantifier is one
where each of the strings/towels is placed on a different
stool/doll.

With respect to the adult subjects, it is clear that the
majority of them (70%) consistently assigned wide scope to E in
accordance with the linearity principle. A small percentage
(5%) consistently interpreted the universal quantifier as
wide scope, violating linearity.
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Aga Gr oup (Tsars)
0 wide sc. ot 1 bath + wide sc. ot A both

w1do so. ot- La..aoo

a kWh

figure 11. Children's Interpretation of zai-sentences
Existential Quantifier (E) precedes Universal Quantifier (A)

Type I: NP [zai IQNP1] V QNP2
A

Another five percent gave inconsistent responses.13 The reason
why the adults did not show a higher level of uniformity as one
would expect may be related to a lexical idiosyncracy of mei
'every': quantification of postverbal theme/patient objects by
mei often results in unnatural sentences (see Xu and Lee 1989
for discussion).

The responses of the children subjects display a clear
pattern. The percentage of three- and four-year-olds who
assigned wide scope to E was very low (6% and 14%
respectively). However, this percentage increased steadily with
age to a peak of 75% at age seven. The initially low level of
correct responses may have been due to the task bias discussed
above, which gradually became overridden by the linguistic
principles of scope interpretation. Turning to the subjects who
consistently violated linearity, 38% of the three- and four-
year-olds assigned wide scope to the universal quantifier. The
figure declined steadily after five to a low of 10% at age
eight. Later discussion will show that the apparent violation
of linearity in the younger age groups was due to the task
bias, which exerted a noticeable influence when the linearity
principle had not been firmly established. It is worthy of note
that the children were generally consistent in their
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performance: the inconsistent responses never accounted for
more than 16% of an age group.

The results on the zai-sentences with AE order are
presented in Figure 9. As in Figure 8, the lines marked with
squares indicate the percentage of an age group that opted for
the wide scope of QNP1 (in this case A) reading on both test
sentences. The graph with crosses represents the percentage of
an age group that chose the wide scope of QNP2 (in this case E)
on both sentences. A wide scope of A response is one where the
strings/towels are each placed on a different stool/doll. A
wide scope of E response is one where a single string/towel is
lain across all three stools/dolls.

3

0 odds so. ot A both

6

A. Croup (ysars)
+ wide co. of I both

o wide sc. tit A./1 aria

ft Adult

Figure 9. Children's Interpretation of zai-sentences
Universal Quantifier (A) precedes Existential Quantifier (E)

Type I: NP (zai QNP1] V QNP2
A

If the children were acting exclusively according to linguistic
principles, the pattern of responses in the two figures should
be highly similar, since the only difference between the test
sentences lies in quantifier order. That is to say, one would
expect the wide scope of QNP1 reading to show similar paths of
development in the two figures. However, the patterns revealed
in the figures are strikingly different. First, with respect to
the adult subjects, all of them consistently assigned wide
scope to the universal quantifier in accordance with linearity.
The unanimous adult response may be due to the fact that in the
zai-sentences with AE order, the universal quantifier mei
'every' no longer quantifies a postverbal patient/theme object,
but rather quantifies a locative phrase. The test sentences are
therefore perfectly natural.

3,4
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In contrast to the data on zai-sentences with EA order,
the wide scope of QNP1 response is evidenced fairly early in
the zai-sentences with AE order. 63% of the three-year-olds and
67% of the four-year-olds gave this response. The figure
climbed to 81% by five and 95% by age six. The surprisingly
early onset of the wide scope of QNP1 reading consistent with
linearity and the relatively higher percentage of this response
across all age groups may be attributed to the task bias.

Also different from the patterns of the zai-sentences with
EA order, where some of the children (between 10% and 38%)
across all ages chose the wide scope of QNP2 reading in
apparent violation of linearity (see Figure 8), extremely few
children chose the wide scope of QNP2 reading in the zai-
sentences with AE order. None of the three-, four-, seven- and
eight-year-olds showed this response, and only 5% of the five-
and six-year-olds offered this interpretation. This suggests
that when a violation of the linearity principle was not
favored by the task bias, virtually no consistent violations of
linearity could be observed.

Figure 9 also indicates that as in Figure 8, the
percentage of children showing inconsistent responses on zai-
sentences with AE order was small. Except for the four-year-
olds, less than 10% of the age groups showed inconsistent
interpretations.

In order to ascertain whether the younger children were
acting according to linguistic principles or were mainly
influenced by experimental setting, it was decided to compare
the children's responses on the EA sentences with their
responses on the corresponding AE sentences which involve the
same props. The comparison should inform us as to whether
children were sensitive to the distinction between EA and AE
ordering. Tables 2 and 3 below provide information about four
categories of responses for subjects who showed scope-
differentiated responses. In both tables, column three gives
the number of subjects who consistently followed the linearity
principle, assigning QNP1 wide scope regardless of whether it
is an existential or universal quantifier. Column four shows
the number of subjects who consistently violated the linearity
principle by assigning QNP2 wide scope irrespective of
quantifier type. The last two columns show the numbers of
subjects who assigned wide scope to particular quantifiers
irrespective of quantifier psition. Column five gives the
figures for those who indiscriminately assigned wide scope to
the universal quantifier, while column six gives the figures
for those who indiscriminately interpreted the existential
quantifier as having wide scope.

As can be seen from the figures in the third column of the
two tables, less than 10 subjects (i.e less than 50%) among the
three- to five-year-olds consistently used the linearity
principle when presented with a particular set of props and
different quantifier orders. The relevant figure, however,
climbed steadily to between 14 and 18 subjects among the seven-
and eight-year-olds. Note that the number of subjects who
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consistently violated the linearity principle (cf. column Four)
never exceeded 3 among the three- and four-year-olds, and was
nil in the other age groups. This argues convincingly for the
growth of linearity as a scope principle for the children
subjects.

Table 2. Children's interpretation of zai-sentences
EA order vs AE order
(Prop Setting A: strings and stools)

Age No.of
(yr) subjects

wide sc. of
E on EA
wide sc. of
A on AE

wide sc. of
A on EA
wide sc. of
E on AE

wide sc. of
A on EA
wide sc. of
A on AE

3 10 2 8
4 17 7 10

5 18 9 8

6 18 12 6
7 20 16 4
8 19 14
Adult 18 17 1

Table 3. Children's interpretation of zai-sentences
EA order vs AE order
(Prop Setting B: towels and dolls)

Age No.of wide sc. of
(yr) subjects E on EA

wide sc. of
A on AE

wide sc. of
A on EA
wide sc. of
E on AE

wide sc. of
A on EA
wide sc. of
A on AE

wide sc. of
E on EA
wide sc. of
E on AE

wide sc. of
E on EA
wide sc. of
E on AE

3 9 0 0 8 1

4 14 2 3 9

5 17 8 1 7 1

6 17 10 0 7

7 19 15 0 4 1

8 20 18 0 2

Adult 18 16 0 2

At the same time, between 7 and 10 (cf. column Five) of
the three- to five-year-olds assigned wide scope to the
universal quantifier irrespective of quantifier order. The
number of subjects exhibiting this tendency dropped to 5 or
less in the seven- and eight-year-olds. Note, however, that the
figures in column Six show that virtually no subject
indiscriminately assigned wide scope to the existential
quantifier irrespective of quantifier position. The data thus
strongly supports the existence of a task bias which favors a
one-one correspondence of props, which must be taken into
consideration in our analysis.

4.2.2 Results on V-sentences (Type II)

The data on the subjects' interpretation of the relative
scope of two postverbal QNPs are given in Figures 10 and 11.

Jti
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Figure 10 reports on the test sentences with EA order. First of
all, examining the adult data, one notices that the percentage
of adults who consistently assigned wide scope to QNP1 (=E) was
only 55%, while the percentage of adults assigning wide scope
to QNP2 (=A) was 25%, with another 15% varying between the two
readings. This suggests that adults found these sentences
scope-ambiguous.

SOO

3 4

O MO sa. sit I both

5

145 Croup (yoars)
+ of& sc. of A both

was $o. or B/A ono

Mutt

Figure 10. Children's interpretation of V-sentences.
Existential Quantifier (E) precedes Universal Quantifier (A).

Type II: NP V QNP1 [P QNP21
A

Turning to the children's performance, we see that as with
the zai-sentences, the percentage of three- and four-year-olds
who took QNP1 as the wide scope oquantifier was very low (13%
and 14% respectively). The figure for this response climbed to
38% at age five, and reached a peak of 85% at seven. There is
good evidence to believe that the initially low figure had to
do with the task bias. As the children matured, the linearity
principle became gradually established, thereby strengthening
the wide scope of QNP1 reading. It is interesting to observe
that unlike the results in the zai-EA sentences, the linearity-
based reading for the V-sentences with EA order dropped after
seven years of age to 65% at eight. This suggests that
linearity is counterbalanced by some other scope principle in
the older age groups.

As for the percentage of subjects consistently choosing
QNP2 as having wide scope, the figure stood at 31% at age
three, increased to 62% among the four-year-olds, and then
steadily declined to a low of 5% at age seven. Thereafter, the
figure rebounded to 20% in the eight-year-old group. Again,

J
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the general decline in this type of response (except for a
Slight increase in the four-year-olds) alongside the growth 9f

%the linearity principle parallels what we observed ,in the zai-
EA sentences. Evidently, the task bias exerted its influence
mainly in the younger age groups. The slight rise in The wide
scope of QNP2 (=A.) reading among the eight-year-olds, which
happened concurrently with the drop in the linearity-based
reading, is another indication of the ambiguity of this type of
sentence. With regard"to the third type of response, a very low
level of inconsistency (between 5% and 15%) can be observed,
corroborating the finding on zai-EA sentences.

The adult data for the V-sentences with AE order, given in
Figure 11, show considerable similarity to the corresponding
data in the V-sentences with EA order (refer to Figure 10
above). 30% of the subjects consistently selected the wide
scope of QNPi interpretation in accordance with linear
precedence. 25% of them consistently assigned wide scope to
IDie2 (=E), and 40% of them vacillated between the two readings.
This confirms the ambiguity status of the sentences. It should
also be observed that unlike the V-sentences with EA order, the
V-sentences with AE order involve a lexical idiosyncracy of mei
'every' discussed earlier, since it quantifies a postverbal
patient/theme object in these sentences. As a result, the V-
sentences., with AE order sound unnatural to native speakers of
Mandarin.i"

0
4

wide se. ot A beth
ye Croup (7mer.)

÷ wide sc. of I both
to wide ea et 416/11 one

Adult

Figure 11. Children's interpretation of V-sentences.
Universal Quantifier (A) precedes Existential Quantifier (E).

Type II: NP V QNP1[P QNP2]
A

Just as the children's data on EA and AE orders for the
zai-sentences show divergent patterns, so the developmental
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findings on V-sentences with AE order, given in Figure 11, do
not replicate those with EA order (cf. Figure 10). First of
all, a relatively higher percentage of the _younger age groups
chose the wide scope interpretation of QNP1 on the AE order
than on the EA order. 44% of the three-year-olds selected this
reading. The value increased to 76% at age five and stayed at
that level until six years of age, then dropping to 60% among
the eight-year-olds. Parallel to a similar decline after seven
in Figure 10, a decline in the wide scope of QNP1 reading after
six was observed, presumably due to the emergence of ambiguity
of these sentences for the children. Secondly, a small number
(30%) of children opted for the wide scope of QNP2 (=E) at the
three-year-old level, but the value dropped sharply to 5% in
the five- and six-year-olds, and 0% after six. This suggests
that whatever the principle is that contributes to the wide
scope reading of QNP1, it does not seem to be sufficiently
strongly established in The older age groups to allow them to
go against the task bias, which favors the wide scope of QNP1
reading in this case. Thirdly, with respect to the inconsistent
responses, a fairly high level of the three-, four-, seven- and
eight-year-olds (between 14% and 30%) assigned wide scope to
QNPi on one sentence and to QNP2 on another. This relative high
level of inconsistency, especially among the older age groups,
may be an indirect reflection of the scope ambig.uity of the
sentences. It may also be due to the violation of the lexical
properties of mei 'every', which prohibits quantification of
postverbal theme/patient objects.

To determine whether subjects were sensitive to quantifier
order for the V-sentences, comparisons of subjects' responses
on AE and EA sentences were made for each prop setting. These
are shown in Tables 4 and 5 below.

Table 4. Children's interpretation of V- sentences
EA order vs AE order
(Prop Setting A: strings and stools)

Age No.of
(yr) subjects

wide sc. of
E on EA
wide sc. of
A on AE

wide sc. of
A on EA
wide sc. of
E on AE

wide sc. of
A on EA
wide sc. of
A on AE

wide sc. of
E on EA
wide sc. of
E on AE

3 8 1 0 0
4 19 4 0 15 0
5 20 7 0 11 2
6 18 8 0 7 3
7 20 18 1 0 1

8 20 14 1 3 2
Adult 18 4 3 4 7

Column three of the two tables show that only 1 three-
year-old, 4 th,.ee-year-olds and 7 five-year-olds assigned wide
scope to ONP1 irrespective of quantifier type. This figure
increased to a peak of 14-18 among the seven-year-olds,
followed by a slight drop after seven. The pattern is similar
to that we found for the zai-sentences, showing children did
not successfully apply linear precedence as a consistent



Table 5. Children's interpretation of V-sentences
EA order vs AE order
(Prop Setting B: towels and don.;)

Age No.of
(yr) subjects

wide sc. of
E on EA
wide sc. of
A on AE

wide sc. of
A on EA
wide sc. of
E on AE

wide sc. of
A on EA
wide sc. of
A on AE
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wide sc. of
E on EA
wide sc. of
E on AE

3 5 1 0 4 0
4 15 4 0 11 0
5 19 7 1 10 1

6 16 9 0 6 1

7 20 14 1 2 3

8 18 10 1 5 2
Adult 20 8 3 4 5

principle until after six. Column five of the two table3
indicate that between 4 and 15 of the three-, four-, and five-
year-olds assigned wide scope to the universal quantifier
irrespective of quantifier order, pointing to the influence of
the prop arrangement. The number of subjects showing this type
of response dropped after six years of age to 7 or less,
demonstrating clearly that the task bias was overridden by
linguistic principles beyond a certain point of development. A
glance at column four shows that virtually no subject
consistently violated the linearity principle across all age
groups.

4.2.3 Results on Ba-sentences (Type III)
11:0
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O wide so. of l both
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As Croup Nara)
.1. Mae ma. at A both

a Kult

wide I. or VA ono

Figure 12. Children's interpretation of Ba-sentences.
Existential Quantifier (E) precedes Universal Quantifier (A).

Type III: NP [BA QNP1] V (P QNP2]
A
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The results on the Ba-sentences with EA order, given in
Figure 12, resemble those on EA order for the other two
sentence types. The adult responses suggest that the
construction may be scope ambiguous, since 50% of them
consistently treated QNP1 (=E) as having wide scope, while 30%
of them consistently assigned QNP2. ( =A.) wide scope, and 10%
varied between the two readings.

The children's responses on Ba-sentences with EA order show
a very low percentage of three-year-olds 16%) assigning wide
scope to QN1P1. The figure grew steadily to 44% by age five and
peaked at seven at 75%. The slight drop (to 60%) among the
eight-year-olds may be an indication of the scope ambiguity of
the Ba-constriction. The proportion of subjects who
consistently violated the linearity principle, presumably under
the influence of the prop setting, was 25'7c at age three,
in_cleasing to a plateau of 43% among the four- and five-year-
olds. This figure then dropped to zero at age seven, followed
by a slight rise among the eight-year-olds. The increase in
wide scope of QNP2 in the eight-year-olds, which was also
observed in the V-sentences with EA order (cf. Figure 10),
suggests the realization of the scope ambiguity of Ba-
sentences. Compared to the level of inconsistent readings in
Figure 8 and Figure 10, the percentage of subjects that
vacillated between the two readings was relatively high across
the age groups: with the exception of the five-year-olds,
between 10% and 25% of subjects chose QNP1 as the wide scope
quantifier on one sentence and QNP2 on the other.

3 4 5 a

hs. Group (years)
wiert IC. ot A 4 weds M. ot I both

wide oh, at 46/1 moo

7 Adult

Figure 13. Children's interpretation of Ba-sentences.
Universal Quantifier ( =A) precedes Existential Quantifier ( =E).

Type III: NP[Ba QNP1] V [P QNP2]
A
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The results on the Ba-sentences with AE order, given in
Figure 13, differ not only from the data on Ba-sentences with
EA order, but also from the zai-sentences and V-sentences with
AE order (cf. Figures 9 and 11). The adult data below indicate
that 80% of them interpreted ON?, ( z E) as having wide scope,
none assigned wide scope to QNP1 (atA), and 15% varied between
the two scope possibilities.

If we trace the development of the ivide scope reading of QNP1,
25% of the three-year-olds selected this interpretation. The
figure rose to around 50% at ages five and six, then declined
to 20%-25% among the seven- and eight-year-olds. The overall
developmental pattern for these sentences is similar to that
for the wide scope of ONP1 reading in the V-sentences with AE
order (cf. Figure 11), except that the percentages are
generally lower in the Ba-sentences. What distinguishes the
Ba-sentences from the V-sentences lies in the development of
the wide scope interpretation of QNP2 with age in the Ba-
sentences with AE order. In contrast to the other sentence
types, none of the three- and four-year-olds opted for the wide
scope of QNP2 here, apparently due to the task bias. Around 10%
of the five-year-olds showed this response, which increased to
32% by six years of age, dropped slightly and rebounded to 40%
at age eight. This developmental path differed considerably
from that of the zai- and V-sentences. Instead of either a low
level or a 'general decline of wide scope of ONP2 responses,
this type of response in fact grew continually in the Ba-
sentences with AE order, suggesting an increase in violation of
the linearity principle with age. A third difference between
the Ba-sentences and the other two sentence types lies in the
unusually high level of inconsistencies in the children's
responses. With the exception of the six-year-olds, between 30
and 35% of the subjects assigned wide scope to different QNPs
on the two test sentences.

To determine the extent to which children relied on
linguistic principles in their responses, their performance on
the EA and AE sentences in the same prop setting was examined.
These findings are listed in Tables 6 and 7.

Table 6. Children's intemretation of Ba-sentences
EA order vs AE order
(Prop Setting A: strings and stools)

Age No.of wide sc. of wide sc. of wide sc. of wide sc. of
(yr) subjects E on EA A on EA A on EA E on EA

wide sc. of wide sc. of wide sc. of wide sc. of
A on AE E on AE A on AE E on AE

3 8 2 1 5 0
4 16 3 5 8 0
5 19 7 2 8 2

6 17 6 1 5 5

7 19 7 0 2 10

8 18 7 2 2 7

Adult 18 1 9 0 8



Table 7.

Age No.of
(yr) subjects

Children's interpretation of Ba-sentences
EA order vs AE order
(Prop Setting B: towels and dolls)

wide sc. of
E on EA
wide sc. Of
A on AE

wide sc. of
A on EA
wide sc. of
E on AE

wide sc. of
A on EA
wide sc. of
A on AE
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wide sc. of
E on EA
wide sc. of
E on AE

3 11 2 6 3
4 17 6 10 1

5 20 5 1 9 5

6 18 7 4 7

7 19 8 1 1 9

8 20 5 4 2 9

Adult 19 0 5 2 12

Column three of the tables shows that relatively few subjects
consistently followed the linearity principle: only 2 two-year-
olds and less than 8 subjects of the other age groups
consistently assigned wide scope to QNP1. In contrast to what
we observed in the zai-sentences and the V-sentences, no
noticeable growth in the linearity principle can De observed in
the Ba-sentences.

Two other tendencies in the data are worth noting. One is
that the three- to five-year-olds had a tendency to assign wide
scope to the universal quantifier regardless of quantifier
position (cf. column five of the tables). Another tendency,
which has hitherto been absent from the data on the other
sentence types, is that the six-, seven, and eight-year-olds
had a tendency to assign wide scope to the existential
quantifier, regardless of quantifier position (cf. column six
of the two tables). Why is there such a tendency unique to the
Ba-construction? The answer may lie in one of the salient
properties of the construction (cf. Note 9), i.e. the Ba-object
is generally understood to be definite or specific (cf. Ding
1962, Li and Thompson 1981). Assuming that this property of the
Ba-construction is acquired at some point, subjects who have
grasped this property will give what might seem to be a wide
scope of E on EA sentences, since the Ba object for these
sentences is E. Likewise, on AE sentences, they will regard the
universal quantifier functioning as the Ba-object as referring
to a group of entities. This set will not be distributed, and
as a result the response is in fact a group reading associating
a set of three objects with another object. Such a reading
superficially is no different from a wide scope of QNP2 ( =E)
reading.

5. Discussion

Our data demonstrates that linear order is a strong scope
interpretation principle for Chinese, and that it is firmly
acquired at around age seven. This can be seen from the
similarities shared by the developmental patterns of the EA
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sentences across the three sentence types. Ccimparing the graphs
of Figures 8, 10, and 12, one observes that in all three
figures, the percentage of an age group that selected the
consistent wide scope reading of QNP1 (=E) began at around 10%
at age three, climbed to approximately 40% at five, and peaked
at 70-80% by seven years of age. Concurrent with the gradual
strengthening of linearity, one also observes a decline in the
consistent wide scope reading of QNP2 between five and seven
years of age. The subjects' acquisition of the linearity
principle is also reflected in their differential responses to
sentences with EA and AE orders. In all three sentence types
(cf. Tables 2 through 7), sensitivity to quantifier order was
recorded after five, and the adoption of the linear precedence
principle was evidenced with respect to the zai- and V-
sentences.

The differences between the sentence types point to the
presence of scope ambiguity in the V-sentences and possibly the
Ba-sentences as well. With respect to the EA order, one
difference between the V- and Ba-sentences on the one hand (cf.
Figures 10 and 12) and the zai-sentences on the other (cf.
Figure 8) is that the wide scope interpretation of QNP1 showed
a marked decline in the former sentence types after age seven,
but not in the latter. Parallel to this difference is the
slight rise in the wide scope reading of QNP2 after seven, in
the V- and Ba-sentences but not in the zat-sentences. The
presence of scope ambiguity can also be seen from the
divergences among the AE sentences. While the consistent wide
scope reading of QNP1 (=A) showed a steady increase in the zai-
sentences (cf. Figure 9), that of the V- and Ba-sentences (cf.
Figures 11 and 13) indicated a steady decline after four. The
decline of the wide scope of QNP1 reading in a prop setting
that favored such a reading is another indication of the
availability of scope ambiguity.

Why is there ambiguity in the V- and Ba-sentences and not
in the zai-sentences? It has been proposed by (Xu and Lee 1989)
that scope ambiguity in Chinese is restricted to the verb
phrase, and stems from the joint effects of the linearity
principle and a thematic hierarchy given below:

Thematic Hierarchy
(Group A): Agent, Location, Source, Goal
(Group B): Theme, Patient, Factitive (Narrow Scope Thematic Roles)

The thematic roles in Group A are higher on the hierarchy than
those in Group B as far as scope is concerned. In general, if a
QNP bears a thematic role which is higher on the thematic
hierarchy than another QNP within the same VP, then the former
may have scope over the latter. In the zai-sentences, QNP1
precedes QNP2 and should therefore have scope over the latter
by the linearity principle. At the same time, QNP1 bears a
location thematic role, which takes priority over the
theme/patient role borne by QNP2 according to the thematic
hierarchy. Therefore by both principles. QNP1 should take wide
scope, and the sentence is unambiguous. In the V-sentences.
QNT1 should likewise have wide scope by the linearity
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principle. However, QNP2 bears the location role, which is
higher on the thematic hierarchy than the theme/patient role
carried by QNP1. The conflicting demands of the two scope
interpretation principles give rise to ambiguity. This analysis
of the V-sentences should extend to the Ba-sentences, though
there may be construction-specific effects unique to the Ba-
sentences in view of the sharp rise of the wide scope of QNP2
( =E) reading in the AE sentences (cf. Figure 13).

6. Conclusions

Assuming the relevance of the linear precedence to the
scope interpretation of adult Mandarin, we set out to
investigate the development of this principle in Mandarin-
speaking children, with a view to providing a basis for further
study of parametric variation. Three kinds of sentences were
examined all of which contained mutually commanding QNPs that
do not c-command each other. The three sentence types also
differed with respect to the possibility of scope ambiguity.

The findings reveal that quantifier order is distinguished
by Chinese children by six and that the linearity principle for
scope interpretation is firmly established by seven. There is
also evidence to suggest that if scope ambiguity is entirely
due to the operation of the thematic hierarchy, the latter
scope interpretation principle is acquired late, probably after
seven. Tlie data on Ba-sentences also indicate that
construction-specific effects related to definiteness may
affect subjects' judgment of quantifier scope.

Notes

*I wish to express sincere gratitude to Chen Ping, Lin Chongde,
Xie Jun, Xiong Zhenghui, without whose assistance the
experiments could not have been conducted. Earlier versions of
this paper have been presented at UC Irvine and the
International Conference on Syntactic Acquisition in the
Chinese Context held on July 4-6 at the Chinese University of
Hong Kong. I am indebted to Yu-Chin Chien, Nina Hyams, Xu Lie-
jiong and Ken Wexler for comments on various points in the
paper. This research was supported in part by the Hsin Chong-
IC.N. Godfrey Yeh Educational Fund.

1The relative scope property is of course not restricted to
QNPs. Other quantificational elements such as negators,
adverbs and modals also display relative scope. This study
focuses on the relative scope of QNPs.

2An example of a well-formedness condition on the binding of
variables is that operators must bind variables. Thus a
representation with operators not associated with any
variables will be ill-formed and uninterpretable, e.g. "There
is a x =person such that John saw Mary".

3Quine (1973) suggests that variable-binding may be learned
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inductively from wh-questions. For example, children may
observe the interchangeability of who and the teacher in
exchanges like the following:

A: John is the teacher
B: Who is John? (For which x =person, x is John)

Since wh-questions involve the binding of variable$ by wh-
operators, substitutional contexts such as the one above may
be a source of the child's knowledge of variables. Our
objection to Quine's analysis is twofold. On theoretical
grounds, it seems that even if children manage to learn that
interrogative pronouns can be interpreted as bound variables,
how do they generalize this knowledge to QNPs? In addition,
how are children able to learn well-formedness conditions such
as that illustrated in Note 2? If well-formedness constraints
are biological givens, then the notion of variable binding must
also be innately given, since the constraints are suited in
terms of operators and variables. On empirical grounds too, as
our data will reveal, it is doubtful whether the lea'rning af
wh-bound variables can be extended in a straightforward way to
the variable binding of QNPs. The literature shows clearly that
canonical who- what- where-questions are understood by four at
least in some verbal contexts (cf. e.g. Brown 1968, Cairns and
Hsu 1978, Tyack and Ingram 1977). If this can be taken as an
indication of acquisition of bound variables tiee Roeper 1986
for an alternative view), then the acquisition of the variable-
binding property of QNPs may be very different from that of wh-
questions, .ince the data available suggests that khowledge of
the former is not clearly evidenced until after five (cf. Lee
1986).

4This position is adopted by Hornstein (1984), though he
further assumes that the variable binding property may
actually surface quite early.

5Aoun and Li (1987) have drawn attention to the fact that the
English Double Object construction with QNPs as direcl and
indirect objects is scope unambiguous. For examplt, tive
sentence below cannot have the wide scope reading of QNP2.

I gave a man every book.
The sentence cannot be understood as "For all y= book, there is
a x=man such that I gave x y". Xu and Lee (1989) cite data such
as the following which shows that the wide scope reading of
QM', in this kind of sentence may not be absolutely
prohi5ited:

I sent an applicant every one of the department's brochures.

6S-structure and Logical Form refer to the levels of syntax
standardly assumed in the Governm2nt Binding theory. icf.
Chomsky 1981, van Riemsdijk and Williams 1986). Fdf the,
purpose of our discussion, Logical Form can be bro4lly
understood to be a level of representation one of whok
identifying properties is that scope ambiguity is primarily
represented structurally at that level (cf. May 1977, 1986).

7Alternatively, one could treat the preverbal PPs as merely
superficial and analyze them as being on a par with NPs. Once
this assumption is made, QNP1 will c-command QNP2. Acceptance

ti
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of this line of analysis will mean that it would be virtually
impossible to find unequivocal cases of mutually commanding
QNPs that do not show any c-commanding relationship.

8An alternative analysis of the Ba-construction in which the
Ba-phrase is positioned as a sister to the verb may be
proposed. This alternative is supported by the fact that not
all verbs can appear in the Ba construction (e.g. stative
verbs such as zhidao 'know' or renwei 'regard'), and clearly
verbs need to subcategorize for this type of structure. The
alternative analysis will not affect the relevance of the Ba-
sentence to our experimental study.

9The Ba-construction can be seen as a bzructure allowing
postverbal objects to be fronted to preverbal position
following the subject. The scope properties of Ba-sentences are
not well understood, though the adult control data of this
study will provide some evidence for generalization. One of the
salient properties of the Ba-construction is the requirement
that the Ba-object be definite or specific. This seems to rule
out at first sight the possibility of QNP2 taking wide scope
over QNP1 (i.e. the Ba-object). We will return to this point in
later sections.

10The experiment also tested the quantifier order in which an
existential 9NP precedes another existential ON!) (EE order).
The data on EE order will not be discussed in this paper,
since these test sentences involve other quantificational
properties in addition to relative scope, e.g. the tendency for
universal generalization.

a. [yige laoshi jiao yige xuesheng] tai hao le
one-CL teacher teach one-CL student very good PRT

"It is fantastic that each teacher teaches one student"
b. (the fact) that for all x =teacher, there is a y =student

such that x teaches y is fantastic.

11An interesting fact reported in Donaldson and McGarrigle
(1974) is that sentences such as "All the cars are in the
garages" were judged true by their children subjects only if
each garage was occupied by a car. Likewise, sentences such as
"All the books are in the boxes" were judged true only if the
numbers of books and boxes were equal. They suggest that "for
children under five, there is something peculiarly fundamental
and compelling about the notion of fullness."

12An example of a response from a subject which cannot be
classified as a scope-differentiated response is one where the
subject placed only one of the objects (strings or towels) on
another object (stool/doll) for the AE sentences. Similar non-
scope responses were also observed among the younger subjects
in Lee (1986).

13For some reason, 20% of the subjects gave at least one non-
scope interpretation. This may be related to the fact that the
sentence type violated lexical restrictions on the universal
quantifier mei 'every'. Some adult subjects in fact reported
that they found this sentence type very odd.
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14An additional phrase structure constraint needs to be noted.
It has been pointed 'out by Chen (1987) that generally in
sentences of the form:

X V NP1 [zai NP2)
the NP1 cannot be definite, as seen in the ill-formedness of

Fang neiben shu zai zhuo shang
put that-CL book at table on
Tut that book on (the) table"

The oddness of the V-sentences with AE order may also be
related to the fact that universal quantifiers generally
pattern with definite NPs, thus leading to violation of this
phrase structure constraint.
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in Near-Standard English
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to draw attention to a number

of syntactic phenomena in modern English (more specifically,
but not exclusively, in varieties of modern British English, of
the sort that might be roughly characterized as urban/suburban
near-standard usage). These phenomena are representative of a
type of feature which has to date received relatively little
attention from linguists. Broadly speaking, three kinds of
syntactic (and morphological) phenomenon seem to have attracted
extensive discussion and study in recent accounts of modern
English. Firstly, features of the standard variety, or rather
of the several standard varieties, such as are analysed at
length in reference grammars such as Quirk et al. (1972) -

these works make only occasional references to phenomena 'on
the fringe' of the standard variety or varieties in question,
and, typically, none at all to features considered definitely
'non-standard'. Secondly, features of traditional 'broad'
dialect speech, speakers of which are in general highly
immobile socially and geographically, lacking in formal
educational experience, and aged, and as a result largely
isolated from mainstream developments in syntax as at other
levels of their usage (studies of traditional dialect grammar,
which were more common earlier in this century than at present,
tend in fact to concentrate on morphology rather than syntax,
but the point is made). And thirdly, features of 'new'
varieties of English such as those used by (originally)
immigrant communities in the U.K. (e.g. British Black English,
see for instance Sutcliffe (1982)), those typical of urban
Blacks and other ethnic minority communities in the U.S.A.
(this goes back to Labov and earlier), creoles and near-creole
varieties current in various parts of the Caribbean and
elsewhere, and second-language varieties such as the English of
Singapore and Malaysia (see for instance Tongue (1979), and
some of the papers in Noss ed. (1983)).

Now there are many phenomena which do not fall into any of
these three general categories, but which are nevertheless of
very considerable interest both dialectologically and in
sociolinguistic terms. One such group of phenomena consists of
features current amongst lower-middle-class and more especially
working-class speakers in towns (I shall restrict my comments
here to features found in Britain (amongst other places), but
there must be many such features in the speech of town-dwellers
in other English-speaking areas). The speech of town-dwellers
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is mostly much more easily .mutually intelligible with standard
English-with-R.P./General American/ etc. than is that of rural
dialect speakers or speakers of Black English and other such
'new' varieties, but it still differs from the relevant
standards, statistically rather than categorically in some
cases, in many interesting ways. Speakers of this sort are, of
course, the kind whose speech urban sociolinguistic studies of
the type pioneered by Labov have been designed to survey, but
to date much more attention has been paid to the phonological
patterns which emerge from these studies than to syntactic
features, and our ignorance of the syntactic patterns within
the usage of this large and important group of speakers is
still profound.

Of course, there has been some attention paid to phenomena
of this sort. Cheshire (1982) and the associated articles
stemming from Cheshire (1979) contain a detailed
sociolinguistic examination of several syntactic (and
morphological) features of the speech of working-class
teenagers in one particular British town, Reading. There are
comments, often rather skimpy, on syntactic matters in most of
the other well-known British sociolinguistic studies, such as
Heath (1980), Knowles (1974), Petyt (1988), etc. North of the
Border, where urban speech is perhaps more distinct, in
general, from standard English, than in England, and where a
distinctive standard variety also exists, there has been more
extensive work of this sort, with more use of quantification
(e.g. Miller & Brown (1982) and the earlier work cited
therein). In so far as Scots, and, to a lesser extent, Welsh
usage can be regarded as standard, they are also discussed, in
rather general terms, in works such as Trudgill & Hannah
(1982). Some very general remarks appear passim in Trudgill
ed. (1984). And some attention has also been paid, indirectly,
to this relatively neglected sort of usage , in .studies, such
as that reported in Trudgill (1983:8ff), of the ability of
speakers of other varieties to interpret forms illustrating
various geographically restricted phenomena. Nevertheless,
this remains an area which cries out for more attention. Just
how widespread, geographically and socially, are various non-
standard syntactic constructions typical of near-standard urban
or suburban speech? How far are they understood outside the
circles/ areas where they are current? Where have they arisen
from, and how? What does the synchronic and diachronic
evidence suggest will be their fate in the decades to come?
New studies, in various parts of the country and with various
types of speaker, are needed if we are to answer such
questions. What has happened to date has been limited largely
to anecdotal observations.

Of course, it is not easy to study syntactic phenomena,
particularly features considered to be non-standard. It is
hard to elicit direct comments from naive informants, as they
may not perceive the focus of the enquiry, and even if they do
their responses are likely to be heavily influenced by folk-
linguistic ideas about 'correctness', or to be too vague to be
helpful. If one seeks to study constructions as they actually
appear in usage, one must face the problem of collecting
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sufficient data to obtain statistically significant numbers of
tokens of each relevant construction, which often involves the
necessity of recording enormous amounts of talk. And the
frequency levels one then obtains for non-standard variants of
these constructions may still be very low, owing to the high
level of stigmatisation of non-standard syntax, and, in
particular, morphology, in English-speaking communities.
Speakers whose usage is, in more familiar settings, extremely
non-standard may in an interview shift to a much more standard
pattern of usage - the effect here is more prominent than on
phonological variables. Further, it is more or less impossible
to include non-phonological variables in linguistic exercises
such as reading passages. Nevertheless, it is possible to
obtain some data of the kind required, and below I discuss a
number of phenomena which occur in near-standard British speech
and which seem worthy of attention.

(a) Non-restictive 'that'

The use of that as a relative pronoun in non-restrictive
relative clauses. This is not apparently reported in
traditional dialect studies, and appears to be an innovatory
phenomenon, but is, as it seems, very widespread, being
reported from various parts of the U.K. On this phenomenon as
it applies in the U.IC., see Newbrook fc; on Singapore, see
Newbrook et al. 1987; on Hong Kong, see Newbrook 1988.

(b) Extended present perfective

The increasing use of the 'present perfective' form of
verbs with a past-time adverbial (not including before, already
etc. which involve implicit reference to current relevance and
with which the usage is long established). This has been
anecdotally referred to a number of times in the literature,
notably in Hughes & Trudgill (1979:9) and Trudgill ed.
(1978:13). In both cases, 1) below is cited as a typical
example.

1) and Roberts has played for us last season

(said without any kind of pause after us). At an earlier date,
this sort of construction would not have been heard - a simple
past form played would have been used, or else the notion of
current relevance expressed in one sentence and the time of the
event referred to in another. Further instances are not hard
to find. In a study of the English of West Wirral, in
Merseyside/Cheshire, conducted in 1980 (see Newbrook 1982,
1986). I recorded:

2) we've done our V.A.T. return last weekend

(standard we did), and I myself once remarked, during a
tutorial:

3) we've talked about that two weeks ago

(standard we talked). The feeling seems to be that this
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particular usage is increasingly widely heard nowadays, more
especially with younger speakers. This latter may well be true
- older colleagues (I was boi-n in 19f',6) report that they would
not use the form - but the important point, as Trudgill says,
is that virtually nothing is in fact known about the
distribution and origin of the construction. Neither do we
know what constraints, if any, there are on this use of the
form, or whether any such constraints which may exist are
involved in any kind of implicational process by which it is
being introduced.1

(c) Extended simple past

The reverse of this phenomenon - the use of the simple
past form where standard English would have the 'present
perfective' particualrly (but not exclusively) in conjunction
with adverbials such as just which suggest the recent
completion and hence current relevance) of an action. Examples
from the West Wirral study are:

4) (we won't be going again soon,) seeing we just
went

(seeing here is a non-standard/colloquial connective
corresponding with standard English as, since, etc. - it
appears also as seeing as (how/though ), seen (as (how/
though)), wiih the same meaning)

5) we just had them (sc. examinations)

6) I never heard of it

(standard equivalents would be ...we've just been, we've just
had them, I've never heard of it).

These (and other more marginal cases), recorded in West
Wirral, were all produced by younger speakers, and my locally
acquired intuitions are that this pattern is general in the
area. I also feel that the usage is more common in the North
of England than in the South, and perhaps more common in the
North-West than, say, in Yorkshire, but these intuitions may
well prove to be seriously wrong. Similar usage is common in
North America, and the greater exposure of younger British
people to spoken material originating there might perhaps
account for the relatively recent rise of the form - but in
that case regionalised distribution within Southern Britain, if
genuine, would be hard to account for.

(d) '1-lad've' etc.

The development of a new aspect/tense/mood-signifying
periphrastic form of verbs, in 'd've (or, under emphasis,
had've, perhaps for some speakers only) plus non-finite -ed
form. An example of this, produced by a colleague, is:

7) it would've hurt you if it had've fallen

t.)
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Obviously, if 7), with emphasis on had, is found in any
speaker's repertoire, it is likely that 8), lacking such
emphasis, will be also:

8) it would've hurt you if it'd've fallen

but there seem to be some speakers who can produce 8) but not
7), or who accept 8) but not 7). For some speakers this form
seems to be a variant on the more usual form used in ihe
protases of conditionals of the kind conventionally described
as 'remote past', which is formally identical with the ordinary
past perfective form, e.g.:

9) it would've hurt you if it had/'d fallen

On this interpretation, whatever component of grammatical
meaning is marked by the use of had/'d in 9) is redundantly
marked again in 7) and 8) by the use of 'ye. In this case (and
perhaps regardless of interpretation), the historical origin of
the construction seems fairly obvious. The apodoses of remote
past conditionals, e.g. the first clause in 7) - 9), often
contain verbs formed with would have/would've/'d've ('d is
reduced would - see below on this use of have/'ve). A tendency
has clearly developed of 'copying' this form analogically in
the protases of such constructions, perhaps in order to
increase the effect of parallelism between the remote condition
and its equally unfulfilled result - one sees such forms as if
he would have done that, in some ra,ther self-conscious
formal writing, attesting to this tendency 4. Such forms do
sometimes occur in speech also. But the reduced form 'd 'ye
(or even, occasionally, 'd have, especially after a vowel) is
obviously preferred, in rapid speech, to would have/ would've,
in apodoses of the relevant type; and it is thus this, rather
than the fuller forms would have/ would've that is usually
'copied' into the protasis. Use of the reduced forms also
makes it less clear that non-standard would is occurring here,
and this may be, for some speakers who are uncertain as to the
'correct' usage, an additional reason for preferring them. But
the use of reduced forms gives rise to a problem. 'd've may
sometimes have to be rc-expanded for purposes of emphasis. 'd
is ambiguous in this respect between would and had (cf. 9)
above), with had being overall the more common re-expansion.
In this particular construction, re-expansion of the 'd in the
protasis to had is especially likely, because of the parallel
with the standard form, in which had/'d does occur (as in 9)).
A new 'modal' had has thus been analogically created (it is
clearly different in distribution and meaning from the existing
model had in had to, past of have/has to as in she has to do
it).

Trudgill & Hannah (1982:47) point out that the fuller
forms of these protases, with would have, are common in North
American usage - and one feels sure that tihese forms are in
general more widespread than it might at first seem

In addition to those speakers for whom forms such as 7)
and 8) are synonymous variants on 9), there appear, however, to

0 4
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be other speakers for whom this apparently new construction
contrasts in meaning with all standard English conditional
constructions, including those such as 9) (i.e. for whom 7) and
8) contrasts in meaning even with 9)). The colleague who
produced 7) seems to be in this latter category of spealcer. To
see how this can be the case, we must first examine a strategy
which is employed at various points in the English verb system
in order to render past in sense a form which is already
formally marked as past and so cannot be marked as past again
in the normal way. The most obvious instance of this arises
with the modals could, would, should and might. As most
readers will be aware, these four forms pattern in some of
their uses as the respective past tenses of can, will, shall
and may, but in other uses they have independent meanings and
do not have any kind of past time reference. Nevertheless,
they continue, of course, to carry formal past tense marking
(-d or -t), and, like ought (to) and must, which in fact behave
similarly in respect of the present phenomenon, they cannot be
marked again as past by the addition of a suffix, even in thier
independent uses. An instance of these independent uses is
prowled by :

10) we should tell the police

which has present time reference and is in no sense functioning
as the pas* tense equivalent of:

11) we shall tell the police

A problem arisc.s, of course, if we do wish to use should (or
any of the other modals involved in this issue) with past time
reference, but, still with its inherent meaning (not as the past
of shall, etc.') ; i.e. how do we produce the past tense
equivalent of 10) and sentences like it? should is already
formally marked as past, and there is no form *shoulded. The
device actually used is the creation of a 'pseudo-perfective'
form which in fact is not (necessarily) perfectiw: in meaning
at all, but is simply the way in which these four modals,
together with ought (to) and must, form their past tenses,
being unable to do this in the usual way. The nearest past
tense ey.:valent of 10) which uses should is thus:

12) we should have told the police

Admittedly, 12) inevitably carries an implication to the effect
that 'we' did not in fact tell the police, and it is this which
prevents 12) from being an exact past of 10) - however, I would
argue that, as this is a function of the tense/time difference,
12)can for our purposes be treated as the past of 10).
Evidence that this is simple past and not 'past
perfective'rpast-in-pase may be found in the fact that
sentences such as 12) take past time adverbials much more
readily than do sentences such as 13) where the aspect is
genuinely perfective (see b) above on this issue):

13) we have/had told the police
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In particular, 12) can take an adverbial such as last week,
just like any other sentence, whose tense is simple past - but
13) cannot, or cannot so readily

The protases of remote past conditionals provide another
situation where have must be used in this 'pseudo-
perfective' way to render past in meaning a form which,
formally speaking, is already marked, misleadingly, as past. In
9), although the verb is formally past perfective, the time
reference is simply past - the element hadrd, which appears,
formally, to mark perfective aspect, in fact marks the form as
past tense, and the -d of hadrd, which appears to mark past
tense, in fact marks the condition as remote. This occurs
because the same form is used in English for fulfilled past
events and remote (present) events - the 'simple past', e.g.
fell. As a result, if one wishes to express the fact that a
condition is both remote and past; it is necessary to mark it a
second time as past a form which is already formally past.
Compare 9) with 14) to 16):

14) it'll hurt you/ it hurts you if it falls (present/
future, non-remote)

15) it'd hurt you if it fell (present/future, remote
(unlikely))

16) it hurt you if it fell (past, non-remote (fulfilled)
habitual, etc.))

(In connection with the above examples, it should be noted that
the notion of 'remote', as applied to present/future tense
verbs, must, of course, be interpreted in a different way from
that required for past tense verbs ('(relatively) unlikely',
etc., as opposed to 'counterfactuar/ 'unfulfilled', etc.)
This difference seems to me to be in large part a function of
the tense difference, and I am here accepting the traditional
term 'remote' to cover both types of case. These
corresoponding present and past forms do seem to form a column
in a matrix of verb-forms, opposed to equivalent 'non-remote'
forms; furthermore, the semantic aspects of these oppositions
seem to me to be sufficiently of a type to warrant the use of
an umbrella term such as 'remote'.)

The protasis of 15) contains fell - already past in form
but present/future in meaning, and past in form because it is
also marked as remote. 15) and 16), with identical protases,
are related to 14) on different dimensions. 9) is the
combination of 15) and 16) - simultaneously past and remote.
Like should in 12), it takes have (here had), not to become
perfective, but to become past (cf 15).

It is, however, quite possible to produce a genuinely
perfective equivalent of a sentence such as 16) (I ignore here
present perfective forms, as they are not involved in this
present issue). The resulting form here would be:

17) it had hurt yo.i, if it had fallen
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Sentences of this type are rare, and more plausible ones
contain must or a parenthetical adverbial of surmise such as
then in the apodosis. A more likely re-casting of 17) is:

18) it must have hurt you (,then), if it (really) had
(indeed) fallen (already)

The falling, and perhaps the hurting too, is here envisaged as
occurring prior to the past-time reference point, and the idea
is that if this falling had actually occurred, as, perhaps, is
claimed elsewhere, the hurting too must have occurred. Now the
protasis of a sentence like 17) isidentical with the (full-
stress form of the) protasis of a sentence like 9). (It seems
to me that 'd cannot occur for had in 17) since some stress
must always be on this item in sentences of this type.) But 9)
and 17) are related to 16) on different dimensions, as above in
the case of 15), 16) and 14). 9) is the remote form of 16),
whilst 17) is the (non-remote) perfective form of 16). That
17) and 9) are indeed quite distinct, as far as their protases
are concerned, is confirmed by three considerations. Firstly,
as remarked, it seems that 'd can occur only in 9), not in 17).
Secondly, the form of the verb in the apodosis is always
different (unless we count archaic must have hurt in the sense
of 'would surely have hurt', which at one time was heard in
sentences such as 9)). Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly,
there are alternative forms of the protases of 9) and similar
sentences (and of 15 and similar sentences) which are not
available in the cases of 17) (or 14) or 16)) - i.e. only the
remote forms have these alternatives. The most usual
alternative form of 9) involves inversion of the subject and
the word had (here, of course, never 'd, since it becomes
clause-initial). E.g.:

19) had it fallen, it wotild'verd've hurt you

(more usual order). There are further alternatives, with
should it have fallen, were it to have fallen, etc.
Equivalents of these exist for 15) (where there is no had in
the protasis, ruling out any equivalent of 19)); e.g. should it
fall, were it to fall. Forms of this sort are not found
corresponding with 14), 16) or 17) - the non-remote forms.
This fact clearly distinguishes 9) from 17), and 15) from 16).

However, it may sometimes be felt necessary to produce a
form which differs in meaning from 9) in the same way that 17)
differs from 16) - that is, by the addition of perfective
aspect. Such a form will differ in meaning from 16) on both
dimensions, remote/non-remote and simple/perfective, although
sharing with it its past tense. That is to say, it will relate
to 9), 17) and 16) in the same way that 9) itself relates to
15), 16) and 14); just as 9) is past and remote, sharing one
feature with each of 15) (remote) and 16) (past), both of which
are absent in 14), so this new form will be both perfective and
remote, sharing the former feature with 17) and the latter with
9), and sharing its past tense with both of these and with 16).
But the form of the verb in both 9) and 17) is already marked

6 (
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formally twice - as remote and past 9) or as past and
perfective 17). The option which was available for creating
9), that of marking a second time, is not available here,
because the forms are already marked a second time. The form
thus has to be marked yet again - it is perhaps not surprising
that it appears to be a relatively recent development,
particularly with this meaning! There are two principal
factors which would both seem to encourage the use of have
after had as the necessary device here. Firstly, had is often
phonologically identical with would, owing to being !educed to

and would, like should etc., freely takes have in this way
(see 12) above). Secondly, forms such as 7) and 8), with had
have, probably existed already, in the usage of speakers for
whom they were/are synonymous with 9). Further encouragement
must derive from the frequent presence of would have etc. in
the apodoses of these constructions, and of wouldrd in their
present/future equivalents. Forms such as 7) and 8) result,
marked as perfective twice. Once this (formally past) had as
in 7) and 8),is identified as a modal, which it probably is
both by speakers who treat 7) and 8) as synonymos with 9), and
by this second group who do not, the use of have to render it
past in meaning becomes an obvious tactic - it must seem
closely parallel with could, should etc.

Speakers of this second type, then, interpret such as 7)
and 8) as both past perfective and remote - that is 7) and 8)
mean, for 'them, roughly: 'if it had fallen (already), prior to
the past-time reference point, which it didn't, it would
subsequently (at or before that reference point) have hurt you
(but it didn't fall so it didn't hurt you)'. Although this
reports a sequence of events which differs scarcely at all, in
purely factual temrs, from that reported by 9), it contrasts
vammatically with both 9) and 17), and combines their meanings
Just as 9) combines those of 15) and 16). If speakers of this
kind really do make this sort of distinction, it should be
difficult or impossible for them to use 've in cases where the
perfective element cannot be taken as present - e.g. where the

ievents (or, better, states) described n the two clauses are
strictly contemporaneous. This issue has not so far been
tested.

At least some speakers of this type, including the
colleague referred to, also use alternative forms of 7) and 8)
parallel with 19) (alternative of 9)), e.g.:

20) had it've fallen, it would've/d've hurt you

I do not know whether speakers who treat 7) and 8) as
synonymous with 9) ever produce forms like this, but they are
frequent. I recently heard a BBC cricket commentator, a
Yorkshireman, say on the radio:

21) had it've happened,...

This usage confirms, if confirmation were needed, the remote
meaning of 7) and 8). as the inversion occurs only with remote
forms, and its existence for some speakers serves to integrate
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further into the conditional system this new form with its
apparently still newer meaning.

I conclude this discussion with a tabulation of the
relationships between 7) and 8), 9), 14), 15), 16) and 17).

(i) 14), 15), 16), 9)
14 Present/Future Non-remote Unmarked
15 Present/Future Remote Marked past
16 Past Non-remote Marked past
9 Past Remote Marked past and

perfective

(second type of speaker)
Simple Marked past

Simple Marked past and
perfective

Perfective Marked past and
perfective

Perfective Marked past,
perfective and
extra have
(pseudo-
perfective)

Theoretical considerations of this kind are highly interesting,
of course, but the fact remains that as far as is known all the
evidence for the existence and meaning of forms such as 7) and
8) is anecdotal. The degree to which sentences such as these
are used or accepted, in either interpretatiop, and their
geographical and social distribution, remain most unclear u.

(e) Lexical comparatives and related matter

Phenomena centring upon the words different and than. (On
these see Newbrook & Yio 1987 on bacicground and on the
situation in Singapore - this study is very much the fullest
available in this area, for any dialect, despite certain
methodological and other constraints relating to the fact that
it derives from an M.A. dissertation.) The adjective different
is increasingly frequently intensified by much rather than
very, the normal intensifier used with positive (i.e. formally
non-comparative, non-superlative) adjectives in standard
English. An example from West Wirral is provided by:

22) it sounds much different than it sounds here

In fact, in this particular study, much different was frequent,
while no case of very different occurred in many hours of
conversation. For many speakers in this area, much different
seems to be categorically found here, and I have never heard
anyone 'corrected' for using it. More generally, there is
plenty of evidence of the prevalence of the form throughout the
U.K. and elsewhere, anoi it has begun to appear in serious
writing, including that of linguists. 23) below appears in
Trudgill & Hannah 1982 (27):

(ii) 16), 9), 17), 7) and 8)
16) Past Non-remote
9) Past Remote

17) Past Non-remote

7), 8) Past Remote
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23) Welsh English ... is not much different from that of
England

Examples in journalistic writing are much more frequent still,
and perhaps date from earlier. 24) below formed the headline
to a sports article printed in a local Yorkshire newspaper in
early 1975:

24) it's a much different Trinity now

(`Trinity' refers to the playing squad of Wakefield Trinity
Rugby League Football Club). More recently, and from a
location which might be expected to be somewhat isolated from
developments of this sort, comes:

25) it will not be much different from urban Hongkong

(referring to Shatin in Hong Kong's New Territories - the
source was the Straits Times, Singapore's leading English-
language newspaper, the date 31/3/83). Other examples can
readily be found.

This last example includes the negative not, and in the
presence of not, either immediately before the intensifier or
separated from it by a monosyllabic verb form (or other short
item), much seems to occur at a higher rate of frequency and to
be more generally accepted. It is possible that the usage is
being introduced implicationally, with this environment
leading. One rather obvious reason for this is the fact that
much in its use as a determinant with non-count nouns is rather
formal (one says a lot of sand rather than much sand), whereas
not much, the negative equivalent, is not marked as formal at
all (a lot of sand; not much sand; not a lot is marked as
colloquial). This is particularly relevant here in that one of
the most frequent non-count nouns appearing after much in this
function is difference, and it seems clear that the use of much
with different has been at the very least encouraged by the
frequency of occurrence of much with difference, where it is
quite standard. It would not be surprising, then, that forms
such as not... much different should be more common than simply
much different, in parallel with the relative frequencies of
the corresponding expressions involving difference. However, it
is not in fact *known from any empirical work whether or not
much different really is more frequent after not than
elsewhere, still less what the origin and explanation of this
difference of frequency might be.

It must be pointed out here that much better and other
constructions including much with an ordinary comparative
adjective are not in any way marked as formal by constrast
with, e.g., not much better; a lot better is relatively
informal (like not a lot, although perhaps less markedly
informal than this), and much better is simply the usual
'neutral' form like not much sand). Any motivation for a
constraint on much with different, relating to negation, must
clearly derive from constructions with difference and other
nouns, not those with comparative adjectives.
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In respect of all this a further point suggests itself: in
addition to not (etc.), items such as very may also precede
much. Constructions with very much vary a great deal in both
acceptability and semantic impact, depending on the type of
item which follows. With ordinary comparatives the
construction is quite standard, but differs in meaning from
that without very, being 'emphatic' (parallel with colloquial
very very before positive adjectives). With positive
adjectives it is of doubtful standardness and, if standard,
often seems to carry a different, non-empathic meaning (i.e. no
extra emphasis on top of that provided by very or much alone)
from very alone (much, of course does not occur alone here) -
see the discussion of very much feudal in Newbrook & Yio
1987:105f. With different (etc.) its status is presumably
equivalent to that of much different above (non-standard?), and
its meaning is presumably emphatic as with ordinary
comparatives - but one cannot, perhaps, be sure. Yio found it
to be less frequent where a negative was present, and this
might seem unsurprising, since not much is perhaps seen as a
block expression, and since not very much (plus adjective) is a
rather lengthy phrase to use unless genuine extra emphasis is
involved. Newbrook & Chng 1987 also find use of very much in
Singapore English with similar etc., and this is clearly common
elsewhere too.

Whatever the role in the origin of the expression itself
of established forms much as much difference, it seems clear
that one major factor must have been/must be the standard and
near-univeral use of much as the regular intensifier with
comparative adjectives such as better, bigger, finer etc.
Indeed, different, though not comparative in form, can easily
come to be regarded as a comparative, because its meaning is
inherently comparative - unlike most formally non-comparative
adjectives, it always carries with it the idea of comparison
between the entity referred to by the noun phrase in which it
appears or to which it forms part of a predicate, and some
other entity, and it very frequently takes an overt
postmodifier in which this second entity is referred to, in
standard English typically introduced by from. One might,
then, refer to different as a lexical comparative. It is thus
unsurprising that it has begun to behave like a genuine
comparative adjective in this way.

Further evidence in support of this explanation comes from
a number of related phenomena. Firstly, far can also occur, in
some varieties, as an intensifier with different. An example
from West Wirral is:

26) they have a far different accent from ours

(note use of standard from here, rather than than as in 22)
above, on which point see below.) The intensifier far more
usually occurs with comparative adjectives, e.g. far bigger,
far worse, but *far big, "far good. Secondly, much, and perhaps
far, also seem to occur, for many speakers, with some other
adjectives which have a comparative element in their meaning,
whilst not being formally comparative; e.g. preferable (I take
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much preferable, at least, to be standard, but it is
nevertheless unusual given the overall restriction of much to
the intensification of genuine comparatives. I myself would
say, I think, much preferable but probably not far preferable
and almost certainly neither of the forms with different,
although many standardised spekers such as my mother use these
latter forms almost categorically

Thirdly, and most significanly, different seems to be
increasingly often followed by than rather than by standard
English from. There are regional and national preferences
here, in which to (see below) is also implicated, but there
seems little doubt that overall than is on the increase,
particularly in the U.K. Since comparatives are regularly
followed by than, which serves to introduce their
postmodifiers, these two developments, use of than and use of
much, can be seen as aspects of the general absorption of
different, in syntactic terms, into the class of comparative
adjectives. It will be noted that than appears in 22) above.
There seems, however, to be no categorical implicational link
between the use of much and the use of titan, in either
direction - all of 27) to 30) seem to occur:

27) she's very different from me (STANDARD)

28) she's much different from me

29) she's very different than me (PERHAPS THE RAREST)

30) she's much different than me

There are, of course, also forms with to , with both very and
much. Any statistical implicational patterns presumably work
against the occurence of 29) rather than 28) - it is more
likely that there are speakers who can produce only the latter
than speakers who have only the former. However, in other
syntactic environments, e.g. with clausal postmodifiers, forms
equivalent to 29) may very well be preferred to those
equivalent to 28). We shall see below why this might be so.
Empirical studies, in fact, are needed to sort out just which
combinations of usage actually occur, and what detailed
patterns of usage exist.

It should be noted that than can function as a
subordinating conjunction as well as a preposition, and thus
can introduce clausal postmodifiers very readily (it does so in
standard English after genuine comparatives, as in bigger than
I am, better than we can, etc.). In fact, in traditional
grammatical accounts of the sort cited above, it is regarded as
being invariably a conjunction, and its prepositional function
is not recognized, cases such as bigger than you being treated
as the product of ellipsis, and the appearance after than of
object-pronoun forms such as him, us being seen as non-
standard. The fact that than is at least sometimes a
conjunction enables an entire finite subordinate clause to be
used as the postmodifier to different by those speakers for
whom different than is possible. This cannot readily be done

6
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with from, as from seems to function as a conjunction are
somewhat obscure and are regarded as more remote from standard
English. The greater flexibility of than must serve to
encourage further its use after different, where clausal
postmodifiers are often required, and must otherwise be
introduced by a somewhat clumsy periphrasis. 22) above is a
clear example of this. Using from one would have to re-cast
the postmodifier as a noun-phrase with a head such as way, with
the subordinate clause postmodifying this head rather than
following the connective clearly:

31) it sounds much different from the way (that) it sounds here

This is lengthier and more complex. Alternative forms such as
32), where from is simply treated as a conjunction, do not
occur widely and would probably be stigmatized:

32) it sounds much different from it sounds here

This is the reason why I remarked above that than might very
well occur, even after very, with this sort of postmodifier.

As a result of this use as a conjunction, than is variably
followed by subject-pronoun forms, traditionally held to be the
result of ellipsis (see above). An alternative form of 30)
(the same applies to 29), of course) would thus be:

33) she's much different than I

supposedly ellipted from:

34) she's much different than I am

although of course this would not occur after different in
standard English, since than would not occur here itself. One
suspects that forms such as 33) are now rather rare, or at any
rate are losing ground to forms like 30), and it may well be
the case that than, like after and several other such items, is
coming to possess evenly the double identity of preposition
(followed by a single noun-phrase) and conjunction (introducing
a finite subordinate clause). Subject-pronoun forms, naturally
enough, do not seem to occur after from, expect in co-
ordination as in 35):

35) she's very/much different from Jane and I

However, little is known about actual patterns of wage here.

As well as many cases of than after d fferent in the \Vest
Wirral data, there were also a number of cases of than after
differently, the adverb, or after different used as an adverb
(non-standardly):

36) you speak differently than them

(note the form of the pronoun),
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37) you treated apprentices different than you do now 8

This whole issue is rendered still more complex by the variable
occurrence of to after different, and also after other lexical
comparatives such as depleted; and, occasionally, and
presumably by extension, after genuine comparatives. Note the
following from the West Wirral:

38) they talk different to us

(different adverb again)

40) they have been slightly depleted to what they used to be

Note that to in 40) is treated as a preposition, that is, in a
standard way, although this particular construction is non-
standard. The phrase what they used to be forms the
prepositional complement - with compared or relative before to
and the way (that) in place of what), 40) would be indisputably
standard. In the West Wirral data, to was almost always used
as a preposition rather than as a conjunction, even in
constructions such as these; but occasional use of to as a
conjunction, paraPel with putative similar use of from as
instanced in 32) above, is found, mainly from`broader
speakers. The only clear-cut case in the West Wirral corpus
is:

41) he says all the opposites to I do

Sheer confusion/error/mixed construction may of course play a
part here, but I believe that there is in fact a pattern of
forms such as 41), although they are certainly not frequent.

The use of to after different has apparently been extended
by some speakers to genuine comparatives, thus further
increasing the parallelism between these and different itself:

42) an older generation to yourself

(see note 8 for parallel cases with from); and to also occurs
with the noun difference, again, presumably, by extension from
different:

43) the difference to me is considerable

(here the sense was, apparently, 'the difference between X and
me', not 'the difference (between X and Y) from my viewpoint/
as far as I can tell". In the latter interpretation, 43) is
quite standard and unremarkable).

It appears, however, that than itself never appears after
difference in this way. No case has been brought to my
attention, in any event. This perhaps indicates that there is
some resistance at this point to the assumption by than of full
prepositional function - for what reason, grammatical, semantic
or other, is unclear.
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To return to to, this form even occurs, perhaps by further
extension from its use in sentences such as 42), after non-
comparative adjectives, where there is some idea of comparison:

44) it's very scruffy to what it used to be

(to preposition again). In standard English, compared or
relative would again have been required here before to.

In addition to the question of to, there is still a
further major phenomenon associated with than to be considered.
Perhaps under the influence of these constructions with to
what, as exemplified in 40) and 44), and in line with the
increasingly frequent use of than as a preposition with object
pronoun forms following (e.g. 29) and 30) above), some speakers
seem now to prefer the prepositional interpretation of than
even where it introduces a finite subordinate clause as the
postmodifier of different or of a comparative adjective. This
leads to the redundant use of what after than (cf. 40) and
44)), as a dummy noun-phrase head - both with different and
with genuine comparatives. A typical West Wirral example is:

45) they've got more status than what the working class've got

Whatever the truth about the inspiration for the development of
this construction (i.e. is it really based on previously
existing forms such as 40) and 44), or are they
contemporaneous, later, or only peripherally relevant?), it
seems likely that certain parallelism with standard English
constructions have at least served to encourage its use. It
seems to occur most frequently, and perhaps originally started,
with cases such as 45), where there is in fact a noun-phrase in
the main clause which parallels the dummy noun-phrase created
in the subordinate clause by the use of what, both
grammatically and semantically. In 45), for instance, the
noun-phrase in the main clause is more status, which is the
object of the clause, and what in the subordinate clause
refers to such status as the working class is imagined to have
and is the object of its own clause. One could leplace 45), at
greater length and inelegantly, with:

46) they've got more status than the status which/that the
working class've got

This could (just) occur in standard
naturally be reduced to:

47) they've got more status than
class've got

47) still appears very formal, stilted and long-winded. Now in
standard English that which, those which, the thing(s) which
etc., as antecedent anci relative pronoun, juxtaposed, can
normally be replaced by 4.hat. and this option is usually taken
for the sake of economy and reduced formality - e.g. I'll bring
what I have rather than I'll bring that which I have. However,
there is a blockage, in stanoard English. upon this use of what

English, but would more

that which the working
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for that which, in this particular construction, unless what
carries indefinite meaning, as in what he did was better than
what I did, etc. Forms such as 47), where the reference of
that is specific rather than indefinite, thus cannot be
replaced by forms such as 45). In fact, that which itself
might just possibly appear after some comparatives (e.g. a
better car than that which I have seems a shade more likely
than more status than that which they have); but the normal
usage here ,which does not involve a dummy noun-phrase at all,
is the obvious solution (more status than they have). If,
however, some non-standard varieties lack the blockage referred
to, forms such as 45) can readily arise in these - or, if they
arise otherwise, they can readily be interpreted in this light.
Some anecdotal evidence that this might be at least part of the
explanation derived from the fact that, in ivierseyside
generally, forms such as that what and in particular them what
seem to occur frequently after than in constructions of this
sort, in place of what alone. The form what, it should be
pointed out, is an all-purpose Merseyside ielative pronoun, and
them is, in Merseyside as in many other locations, the non-
standard plural of that. These forms thus correspond with
standard that which, those which. There is also some reason to
believe that them as, and perhaps them as, and perhaps that as,
with the Cheshire (and general North Midlands/ rural North)
relative pronoun as, appear in the same constructions in
conservative Cheshire usage, and this might in fact account for
the apparent scarcity of what after than in Cheshire, since
than that/them as could perhaps lgiss easily be collapsed to
than what than than that/them what could 7.

In any event, even if all this is so, the construction
with than what now occurs more generally, that is, including
cases where there is no noun-phrase in the main clause with the
required grammatical function and meaning. West Wirral cases
are:

48) they tend tO help you more than what these country people
do

49) they speak rather slower than what I speak

(slower used as adverb). In 48) the object of the verb-phrase
tend to help in the main clause, you, is not parallel either
semantically or grammatically with the noun-phrase headed by
what, which refers to the help and not to its recipient. (The
subject, of course, is not parallel either.) In 49) the verb
in the main clause, speak, is actually intransitive, and there
is no suitable noun-phrase at all.

Redundant what also occurs, patterning similarly, after
like (no good case in this data), and, more especially, after
aS :

50) it's not as had as what I thought. actually

51) ...same as what they're going out on the fishing boats
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In these two, and in particular in 51), there is no question of
parallelism between what and an overt noun-phrase in the main
clause. Of course, in cases such as 48) to 51), there is
frequently the possibility of an interpretation involving a
notional noun-phrase, or of re-castings in which a noun-phrase
of the required type does appear, but the point is that in many
cases no such noun-phrase actually appears in the sentences as
uttered, and that it is this fact which renders the sentences
clearly non-standard.

Whether the constructions with like what and as what pre-
or post-datch the appearance of forms such as 45), 48) and 49)
is uncertain

It may be useful to summarize here the phenomena we have
been examining in this section:

(i) much different (including relative frequency of not much
different

(ii) far different
(iii) much/far preferable, etc.
(iv) different than
(v) different from + finite subordinate clause

1

vi) than + object-pronoun form
vii) different(ly) than
viii) different to/ differently to
ix) depleted, etc., + to
x) to what
xi) to + finite subordinate clause
xii) comparative adjectives + to
xiii) difference to
xiv) non-comparative adjectives + to
xv) than what (and its possible origins/

patterning)
(xvi) like what 1 as what

CONCLUSION
Once again, we know very little indeed about the

distribution and patterning, not to say the origin, of any of
these phenomena. Overall, I have been able to present only a
little data, and that largely resisting any worthwhile
quantification, much of it from one small area in England, and
some speculative/theoretical observations. There is obviously
a vast amount of existing research which could be carried out
on items of this kind. Reasarch of this kind may be eargerly
anticipated.
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Notes
1. A further example, involving progressive aspect in
addition, is: we've been telling you this on Saturday
(Yorkshire-raised colleague, in her early thirties, 5/10/83).
The phenomenon has also begun to appear in serious wnting,
sometimes (and initially?) in sentences which might in fact be
accepted as (marginally?) standard; e.g. in R. Leith's A Social
History of English (1983) we find (this pronunciation) has
remained so (sc. in use among the upper class) at least until
the 1930s (p.137); during 1980, for instance, parents on Mull
have agitated for their children to be educated in Gaelic
(p.178). Perhaps this last sentence was written in late 1980
and not revised; it would have been standard then. American
instance is we have heard of Gala ... just the other way (1.
Asimov, Foundation's Edge (1982), Ballantine ed., p.321).

2. Another factor encouraging this 'copying' may well be
the frequency in such protases of forms such as if you could
have done that. This sort of form can easily be replaced by if
you could have done that - the phonological parallelism of
could and would doubtless assists here. There are also
'request' forms such as if you would sit here, etc., which
actually involve would. (On could have done, etc., see
subsequent discussion, note 5.)

3. Cheshire (1982:50) also draws attention to the North
American use of this construction (with would have). She
herself found 5 such sentences, in an 18-hour corpus of
spontaneous Reading working-class speech (12 tokens of the
variable in all), with would have; 1 with 'd have (?'d've), the
'neutral' reduced form, and 1 w:th had have (if 1 hadn't have
gone to the hospital when 1 did ...). Further, Petyt
(1977:313f.) observed the use of 'd've in West Yorkshire usage,
and suggests that it is derived ultimately from would have, as
I have suggested above, rather than had have (which Cheshire
strangely takes to be standard English). Cheshire feels that
this is probably true for Reading also.

4. This issue applies only to 'epistemic' sense of these
modals, where they express 'modality'. In `non-epistemic'
senses ('modulation'), where the forms are serving as the past
equivalents of can, etc., have is not required (e.g. John could
do it = 'was able to'), although in some tense/ aspect
combinations periphrasis (of other kinds) is required.

5. Forms such as could have done, when they themselves
appear in protases of the kind referred to (if you could have
done that, etc.), are naturally only past and remote in
meaning, like had fallen in 9). In fact, these forms, when
they involve these particular senses of could, etc., are always
past and remote, or near-remote, in meaning, regardless of the
wider construction in which they appear. They are marked as
past by the 'perfective' construction and as remote by the use
of could. etc., rather than can, etc. (cf she can't have done
it, she couldn't have done in.

6. A further example, from the same colleague, delivered
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during a lecture, is: does everyone see what might've been a
problem if it had've been a problem?. In this case, the
meaning appears to be that of standard English if it had been a
problem, rather than this plus any perfective element, though
the speaker himself is inclined to disagree. More ambiguous in
this snese is an example from a 1976 popular song (I'm Mandy,
Fly Me' by the group 10 C.C.): tf it hadn't've been for
Mandy... well, I wouldn't be here at all. Another example,
again from a popular song, is: perhaps if we'd've taIked
he'd've seen something in me (Gerry Rafferty/ The Humblebums,
'Her Father Didn't Like Me Anyway', 1969). Here the meaning
can very easily be taken as past, perfect and remote , i.e. the
talking is eavisaged as predating the 'seeing something', which
is taken as the past time reference point. There are many more
cases with had, 'd and would. See also PeVt 1985:234f on
Yorkshire English. I am grateful to Frances White for helping
me to appreciate the complexities asociated with such
sentences.

7. Various colleagues report that they would probably) use
far different. An American instance is provided by it is a far
different sun (I. Asimov, Foundation's Edge (1982), Ballantine
ed p.336). These phenomena seem to occur in the English of
Singapore and Malaysia also. On 15/12/83 I overheard a local
man of 51 ( a speaker of Tamil, Malay, English and a little
Hokkien) say you are very much different. Similarly, a local
woman of 24, a 'Straits-born' Chinese speaker of English, Malay
and several Chinese varieties, produced much different as a
complete utterance, in answer to my things seem a bit different
here, on 23/1/84. From a completely different part of the
English-speaking world comes it's not too much different in
Belize, spoken on 5/2/84 by a 24-year-old Belizean woman, then
staying in Singapore. Many other cases, from all over the
English-speaking world, could be cited - for some of them and
for Singapore usage, see Newbrook & Yio 1987 (as on all
phenomena involving comparatives). Since noticing this usage I
have been amazed to find how frequent it is; examples can be
read in books and newspapers and heard on radio and television
almost daily.

8. different than is perhaps more common than different
from or to, on which see below) in North American usage; see
Trudgill and Hannah 1982:63 on this - they give here, amongst
other examples, the interesting sentence this one is different
from/than what I had imagined (form with from standard, or
near-standard, British English, form with than North American),
on which see below, note 10. At least one instance of
different than also actually occurs in the same work: both RP
and the variety of N(orth) Am(erican) Eng(lish) described here
have a different vowel in 'cot' than in 'caught' (p.33). One
of the co-authors of this work is, however, herself American.
A more certainly British case occurs in Cheshire (1982:36);
...the forms of the verb DO are dependent on different factors
in Reading English than in standard English. In both of these
cases one factor encouraging the use of than is usually the
difficulty of using from to introduce a lengthy/complex
component, even it this component is heavily ellipted, as is
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the case in these two examples. See above on the general issue
of the relative inflexibility of from as against than. Like
much different (see above), this vsage is now apparently
ubiquitous. It must be noted that there are occasional cases
of from used (hyper-correctly?) with ordinary comparatives, in
attempted avoidance of different plus than. A 27-year-old
Merseyside man recently said she deserves better treatment from
that, and a written instance, quoted in full on p.158 of Yio
1985, comes from p.1034 of Wisden Cricketer's AImanack 1983
(much less a money spit:tier from ...).

9. Another example quite closely parallel with 45) is ...a
fuller description than what has been presented in this paper,
which was written in an academic paper by M.W.J.F Tay and
A.F.Gupta Towards a description of Standard Singapore English,
Noss ed. 1983, p.188). In fact, this sentence is at least very
close indeed to being standard, since what... paper can (just)
be interpreted as a standard English what - clause of the usual
type, functioning as a prepositional complement after than
(though it is not the favoured standard English construction,
and than is in fact supposed not to function as a preposition
in standard English), and with what carrying indefinite meaning
('whatever has been presented...Vthe various things which
have been presented...'). One of the co-authors of this
passage is in fact an educated Singapore/Malaysian English
speaker, highly standard in general usage. Other instances of
this construction can also be found in the En/lish of that
area. I can do better than what I am presently oing appeared
in the Straits Times on 2/11/83 (the sentence was part of the
officially-circulated questionnaire). Another instance,
produced by a young Singaporean adult on 1/11/83, was: (it
goes) faster than what I expected it to. Neither of these
examples involves any noun-phrases of specific rather than
indefinite reference and are thus also non-standard. Local
speakers of English report that his sort of usage is in fact
common in the area.

10. The example cited by Trudgill & Hannah (see note 8
above) illustrates again one environment where what fairly
readily occurs after different in usage that is at least near-
standard- namely, after a preposition such as from. it is not
clear whether what, in cases such as this, is 'derived' from
that which or not - it is also perhaps doubtful whether all
British speakers would accept sentences of this type as
genuinely standard (see also above). Nevertheless, the usage
is, of course, common, and may well encourage further the use
of what after than (and to). It cannot, it seems, be the sole
motivating factor for these constructions, since than what is,
of course, also used after genuine comparatives, where from
(and from what) do not occur in standard English, or in any
other varieties, as far as I know (hut see note 8). However,
it is possible that this use of what began, historically, with
from what, after different, spread to than what (after
different), and then spread further to 'an what after genuine
comparatives. Cheshire found cases of this type in
Reading, e.g. I probably have got...done (sc. fined, etc.)
more than what he got done (1982:47) (no suitable noun-phrase);
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I talk ever so different to what they do (1982:74) (note: a)
different present (as an adverb), b) to used, c) absence of a
suitable phrase). The usage is in fact doubtless widespread. A
further example, produced 13y a Yorkshire-raised soccer manager
in a BBC radio interview on 12/11/83, is I think we had a
couple more chances than what Liverpool did ( in the same
interview he also produced an instance of 'd've: I think it
would've been a pity if either side'd've lost it). On 27/11/83
a second soccer manager, a Londoner, produced ...unless you
work as hard as what they do (no suitable noun-phrase in a
similar context.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The role of formal instruction in second language
acquisition (hereinafter SLA) research has long been a
controversial issue. Research findings from morpheme and
"relative utility" studies have led to a conflict of
opinion among second language acquisition researchers and
teaching professionals on the question whether there is

any need to teach grammar. Some hold that given a "natural
order" in acquisition, grammatical teaching is

unnecessary (Terrel 1981, Higgs and Ciffort 1983, Krashen
1981, 1982). Others argue that even if formal instruction
does not affect the route of SLA, it has some effect on
the learning rate. In other words, raising learners'
consciousness of grammatical properties may accelerate
SLA. In the second language classroom, learners should be
made aware of the grammatical properties of the target
language (Sharwood Smith 1981, Rutherford 1987).

Out of this debate grew two conflicting theories. The
monitor theory postulated by Krashen advocates that there
is no interface between explicit and implicit knowledge;
according to him, learning is independent of acquisition.
Protagonists of the interface position represented by
Bialystok, Sharwood Smith, Mclaughlin argue, however, that
there is an interface betwcen explicit and impliCit
knowledge. One can be converted into the other by dint of
practice. The teacher's task, therefore, is to sensitize
the learner to specific linguistic properties and provide
opportunities for them to practice the learnt properties.

Empirical studies have been carried out in the past
decades in an attempt to find evidence in support of
formal instruction. Due to the methodological problems in
their research design, the findings from these studies are
ambiguous. While some are in favour of formal instruction, 40
some show negative effects; others do not offer clear
results. The ambiguity had something to do with research
method applied. Three problems will be identified:

1) Some of the studies do not measure the absolute
effect of formal instruction on the acquisition of
specific grammatical properties, but examine the "relative
utility" of formal instruction.
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Long (1983) presents a comprehensive review of the

relevant studies on the effect of formal instruction.

These studies investigated the effect of formal

instruction on the L2 proficiency in relation to the

effect of simple exposure to the L2 learner in

naturalistic settings. The problem is that most of the

investigations were carried out in acquisition-rich
environments where English is the target language. In such

environments, learners had access to L2 through both

formal instruction and natural exposure. Therefore, when
analyzing the results, it is difficult to separate the
effects of instruction and exposure.

ii) The second problem is that some of the studies
looked at the combination effect of several features of
formal instruction rather than a single feature.

Take Von Elek and Oskarsson's experiment (1972) for

example. In their study, five grammatical properties were
taught in the experimental lesson series. 125 adult

learners of English were assigned to two groups and

treated with explicit and implicit methods respectively.
The results revealed that after 40 hours of instruction,
both groups made some progress in the acquisition of the

structures. But the explicit group made better progress
than the implicit group. They concluded then the explicit
method was more effective than the implicit method.

However, the two methods adopted in their study differed
not only in the feature of explicitness but also in other
features such as the deductive/inductive presentation of
the rules and different exercise types: pattern drills
vs. fill-in-the-blanks and translation task. when
interpreting the data, it is difficult to identify which
feature is the decisive factor that contributes to a

better progress in learning.

iii) The third problem is related to the duration of

the experiment.

To the best of our knowledge, the only small-scale,
feature-focused research, which was carried out by Seliger
(1975), evaluates the inductive and deductive methods with
regard to one aspect of syntax, i.e. the pre-nominal
modifiers. The only difference between the two methods had
to do with the point at which explanation was given in the

lesson. Seliger observed that the deductive method was
superior to the inductive method in respect to long term

retention. But in this studY, instruction took place for
too short a pez".od of time (only 65 minutes). No broad
generalization can be drawn from a single limited-duration
study such as this.

It should also be noted that the majority of the
studies on the effect of formal instruction have not been
framed in terms of the theoretical notion of the interface
position. Only two empirical studies related the findings
to the interface debate (Van Baalen 1983, Ellis 1984) . The
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findings from Van Baalen's study was in favor of the

interface position: the explicit group outperformed the

implicit group on the easy rules in spontaneous language
production, lending support to the argument that explicit
knowledge can be converted into implicit knowledge. Ellis'
study confirms neither the interface nor the non-interface

position, although some of the findings were compatible
with Krashen's theory. Ellis maintains that more studies
should be carried out before either the interface or the
non-interface position can be confirmed.

From the above discussion, we can see that in order to
gain a clearer picture on the effects of various kinds of

formal instruction, more empirical studies should be

carried out. These studies should incorporate the

following characteristics: (a) The experiment should be

done in an acquisition-poor setting where learners have no
target language exposure outside the classroom. (b) It

should focus on one feature of formal instruction. (c) The

formal instruction given to the students should last a

reasonable period of time.

The present study represents an attempt to examine

the absolute effect of formal instruction on SLA. The

experiment has tried to incorporate the three features

mentioned above: it was conducted in one of the middle

schools in Shanghai, China, an acquisition-poor setting.
It took place over a period of three weeks. It focused on
just one feature: the explicitness of formal instruction.

2. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The main objective of the present study was twofold:
first,to investigate the role of formal instruction in SLA
by comparing the effects of two methods, explicit formal
instruction and implicit formal instruction, on Chinese

adolescent learners of English. In this study, formal

instruction denotes the kind of instruction that draws

.learners' attention to the formal characteristics of the

grammatical features. Explicit formal instruction is

defined as the method in which learners are required to

work out and articulate the grammatical properties and

rules if they can. The teacher provides explanations of

the properties and rules with metalanguage within the

students' grasp (mainly in their native language).

Implicit formal instruction refers to the method wnereby
the learners are guided to make generalizations on their

own. No explanations of the properties and rules are

given. These two methods were compared with respect to

the learners' acquisition of the three areas of grammar:
the simple past tense, the present perfect and the passive

construction. The second objective of the study was to

ascertain if there existed an interface between explicit
knowledge and implicit knowledge. The research hypotheses
for the experimental survey were:

1) Formal instruction in general is conducive to the

success of SLA. It helps L2 learners to improve their
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proficiency in the production of well-formed sentences in

different learning tasks.
2) Explicit formal instruction is more effective than

implicit formal instruction in accelerating the rate of

SLA. The EFI group will make better progress than the IFI
group in the performance of different tasks.

3) There is an interface between explicit and implicit
knowledge. Through formal and functional practice,

explicit knowledge can be converted into implicit

knowledge.

3. THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY

3.1 The subjects

The sample used in this research consisted of forty
grade 8 students in Beihai Middle School in Shanghai. All

of them volunteered to take part in this ESL program.
Table 1 presents the characteristics of the sample.

Table 1. CharacteristRics of the Subjects

Number of subjects: 40

Number of schools: 1

Secondary level: 2

Age range: 14-15

Sex: Male 16

Female 24

Motivation: high
Target language exposure: classroon only

These subjects were randomly assigned to the two
treatment groups on the basis of prior English proficiency
level as reflected by their (a) test score on a cloze

test, (b) average academic score, (c) pre-test score. One
group received explicit formal instruction (EF;), the
other received implicit formal instruction (IFI).`

Table two provides data for a comparison of the twc
treatment groups with regard to their prior proficiency in
English.

Table 2 Comparison of the Initial Proficiency in
English Between the Two Treatment Groups

TEST

Treatment Group

EFI IFI

N 57 (%) s N X (%)
.

S i2-tail Prob,
,

1

Pre-test 20 32.73 0.065 20 34.93 0.0551 0.542 '

Cloze test 20 69.04 0.187 20 70.71 0.156i 0.581 1

Academic score 20 90.16 0.082 20 90.12 0.1031 0.254
,

1

4
4

Total l9.92 A. 194-76
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As can be seen, there was no significant difference
between the two groups in respect to their prior English
proficiency. In terms of the total raw scores, the IFI
group was slightly superior to the EFI group.

3.2 The experimental lesson series

The experimental lesson series consisted of eighteen
50-minute experimental lessons per method. In order not to
interfere with the regular course, all the lessons were
conducted after normal classes (from 3.00-500 p.m.). The
investigator taught both EFI and IFI groups. Each group
had two periods of classes on alternate days in which 11
grammatical properties of the three structures were
taught. The distribution of the 11 properties of the three
structures are presented in Figure 1:

a) THE SIMPLE PAST TENSE

1)irregular vs. 2)do-support for
regular verb negative and
morphology interrogative

construction

b)

3)anaphoric use of
he past tense

THE PRESENT PERFECT

types of the present perfect

4)perfect of 5)experiential 6)perfect 7)ditference 8) distinc-
persistent perfect of result between the tion
situation simple past between

tense and Since
the present & for
perfect

c) THE PASSIVE CONSTRUCTION

9; morphological
properties
of the passive

10) mapping of
agent and
patient to
noun phrases

11) focus function
of the passive

Figure 1. Distribution of 11 Grammatica1 Properties
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These properties were selected according to the

following principles:
a) They should be easy enough for the students at this

level to learn (The low scores of the pre-test and the
relative high scores of the post-test suggest that the
choice of the structures was appropriate (see Table 9).

b) They should be structures that present special
difficulties to Chinese learners and were found to be
sources of errors in the classroom, presumably because of
syntactic differences between the two languages.

c) They should not have been dealt witth in the regular
course and were unknown to the subjects.4

Since the selected three structures are not equally
complex, the proportion of time devoted to each structure
varied. The schedule of all experimental activities is
given in Table three:

Table 3. Schedule of Experimental Activities

Weeks Days Experimental Activity

I Friday cloze test & pre-test (part A)

Saturday pre-test (part B, C)

II Monday & Wednesday the past tense (IFI group)

Tuesday & Thursday the past tense (EFI group)

Friday the present perfect tense
(IFI group)

Saturday the present perfect tense
I

(EFI group) i

1

III Monday, Wednesday
and Friday

the present perfect tense
(IFI group)

i

Tuesday, Thursday the present perfect tense
and Saturday (EFI group)

IV Monday, Wednesday
and Friday

the passive voice (IFI group);

1

Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday

the passive voice (EF: group)'

Monday , post-test (part A)

Tuesday post-test (part B, C,

3.3 Methods compared

The two methods adoptec In this study had 7luch In
common in terms of teaching techniques. The only
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difference between the two was related to the degree of
explicitness in the explanation of the grammatical
features. Figure 2 summarizes the classroom activities
carried out in the two groups.

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

presentation of
the basic texts

(same for both groups

drill on the
structural patterns

(same for both groups)

ihypothesis-testing
activity

a) error detection
and correction

a) fill-in-the-
blanks

b) sentence trans-
formation

b) sentence trans-
formation

c) dialogue completion c) dialogue completion
d) multiple choice d) multiple choice

(explicit statement
of the rules)

Stage 4

(no statement of the rules)

communicative
activity

(same for both groups)

Figure 2. Teaching and Learning ActLvItles
in the Classroom

It can be seen that in the first, second and fourth
stages, the two groups performed the same activities. In
the third stage, however, four types of hypothesis-testing
activities were assigned to each group three of which
were the same (dialogue completion, sentence
transformation, multiple choice) . But the error detecticn
and correction activity was only performed by the EF:
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group; the IFI group had the fill-in-the-blank exercise.
It should be mentioned that although the exercise type

differed, the contents of the exercise were exactly the
same. That is to say, the same grammatical properties were
practiced. The assignmen; of the different tasks to
different groups was dictated by the principle that in the
IFI group, grammar should be taught in an implicit/covert
way, while in the EFI group, the learners should learn the
grammar explicitly/overtly. The grammatical information
should be openly presented and explicitly explained.
Therefore, the learners in the EFI group were directly
exposed to grammatical errors. It was assumed that by
drawing the learner's attention to such erroneous
sentences, their consciousness of the grammatical
properties would be better raised. This also accords with
Rutherford's (1987) postulation that one of the
instruments to raise learners' consciousness of aspects of
the grammatical system could be error identification and
correction.

In accordance with the principle set forth for the
experiment, the learners in the EFI group were asked to
articulate the regularities they had discovered; the
teacher explained the rules when necessary. In the IFI

group, no rule statement was given.

Two versions of a workbook comprising 18 worksheets
were compiled, one for each group. Most of the texts and
exercises were selected from "PROJECT ENGLISH" volume II
written by Hutchinson (1986). The book was claimed to

adopt an analytical approach in which learners were
treated as thinkers who were guided to work out the rules
themselves. This principle is identical with the principle
we laid down for the experiment. This book, therefore,
serves well the purpose of the present study. But we
adapted the text to our experimental purpose, because each
unit in the text contains far more exercises than can be

covered in the experimental lesson. In order to control
the teaching variable, the subjects were not allowed to
bring the workbook home. There was no homework for them.
The teacher collected the workbooks after class.

3.4 Measurement instruments and data analyses

To investigate the efficacy of the two methods with
respect to the 11 grammatical features of the three
structures, an achievement test battery was designed and
used both as pre- and post-tests to measure the subjects'
progress. It was a written test with 246 grammar items
divided between 11 grammatical properties. The subjects
were required to perform five tasks, .f, error
detection, error correction, passage/dialogue completion,
reading comprehension and spontaneous language producticn
(see Appendix I-V, test samples). Table 4 presents the
items of the achievement test:

I
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Table 4. The Achievement Test

Tasks Number of
testing items

Properties tested

Error Detection 80 1 - 10 except 11

Error Correction 80 1 - 10 except 11

Sentence Completion 44 1 - 11

Reading Comprehention 14 7, 10

Spontaneous Production 28 3, 7, 11

Total: S

.-

246 11

In the error detection and correction tasks, 80

grammar items were tested, half of which were correct

(eight for each property, except the function of the

passive ). The first part of the judgement task was

composed of 20 sentences. The learners were not told
which structure was being investigated, but they were

told some sentences contained errors. In the second part

of the judgement test, some of the verbal forms were

underlined and numbered. The learners were asked to make
judgements about the acceptance of the sentences first and

then make corrections if necessary.

The third task was an ordinary sentence completion

test with 44 grammar items, four for each property. The

learners were required to answer the questions with the
information given or fill in the blanks with proper verb
forms (see Appendix I and II).

The reading comprehension test was specially designed

to examine the subjects' understanding of the temporal
and aspectual properties of the simple past tense and the
present perfect (see Appendix III).

The last task was a spontaneous producticn test in

which the subjects were required (i) to describe a series

of actions the teacher performed (ii) to describe the

pictures with the words given (see Appendix IV and V) .

These two kinds of tests were formerly employed by Smith

(1979) and Van Baalen (1983) in order to elicit the

learner's internalized/acquired knowledge of the language.

We assume along with Smith and Van Baalen that Improved

spontaneous performance indicates a high level of

automatization of the target language, and that the

explicit knowledge which the subjects cttalned during the

course of instruction was transferred into implicit

knowledge.

The test iters :n te spontaneous .a-luage pr7:-.duction
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task covered all the three structures: part (i) was
related to the different use of the simple past tense and
the present perfect; part (ii) examined the use of the
passive construction. In the first four tasks, namely,
error detection, error correction, sentence completion,
reading comprehension, no time limit was set. But a time
limit was imposed on the last task,. When the teacher was
performing the actions, the subjects were required to
write down simultaneously the appropriate sentences.
Altogether 15 minutes were set for the last task. So the
learners had no time to monitor their performance. It was
assumed that the action /picture description would elicit
natural, acquired knowledge.

The achievement test was administered both as a pre-
test and post-test, so that comparisons can be made to see
whether there was any significant difference between the
scores from the two tests.

All the test papers were scored by the investigator.
Both binary and ternary scales were used in scoring. For
example, in the error detection task, a binary scale was
employed. If an error was discerned by the subject, 4

points would be given. If the subject failed to spot the
error or took the right version for the wrong one, he
received a 0. In error correction, a ternary scale was
adopted. If a correct version was supplied, the subject
received 4 points. But if the verb form was partly right,
a score ranging froT 1 - 3 was given. For example, given
the following erroneous sentence:

All the cakes has ate by the guests.
If the subject changed the sentence to "all the

cakes have been eaten by the guests", he received 4

points.
The correction "All the cakes have been aten by the

guests" would be scored 3 points.
2 points would be given to the answer "All the

cakes have been ate by the guests."
The subject would receive 1 point if he corrected

the sentence as "All the cakes has aten by the guests."

The ternary scale was also t'.sed in the sentence
completion and action/ picture descr,ption tasks. In the
reading compre,lension task, the binarj scale was used. Any
correct version of the test item received 4 points. The
total score for the achievement test was 984 points (246 x
4).

The results from both pre-and post-tests were hand
tabulated and numerically coded. They were then entered
into a data file and were statistically analyzed using the
Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS). T-tests
and paired t-tests were utilized to determine if there was
significant difference in the subjects' performance in the
pre- and post-tests. The following section reports the
results of the statistical analyses.
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4. RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSES

This section presents the results of statistical
analyses. As a measure of determining whether the two
teaching methods produced significant results, t-test and
paired t-test were performed. These tests measure and
statistically compare the results of the pre- and post-
tests from two dimensions: a) the learner's performance on
the test items across the five learning tasks, b) their
performance on the test items of the eleven grammatical
properties. The following tables display the descriptive
statistics. All the mean accuracy scores were reported in
percentage.

4.1 Comparison of mean scores in pre-and post-tests for
each group in terms of tasks

Paired t-tests were used to measure and compare
statistically the results or the pre- and post-tests
within each method to see if there is a significant gain
on the post-test in each case. Table 5 shows the results
of the statistical analysis for the IF1 group with regard
to the four tasks.

Table 5. Pre vs. Post Tests for the IFI Group
with Regard to the Four Tasks.

PRE-TEST 1 POST-TEST ;

TASK N X
i

S I N X S T :2-tai1 Prob.!
1

ED 20 38.76 0.076120 '4.77 0.072.-15.34 *

i

0.000

EC 20 37.27 0.078120
I

70.28

67.9b

0.0781-13.33i

0.1001-13.881

*

*

0.000

0.000SC 20 29.51 0.073120

CO 20 48.47 0.125120 69.86 0,1091-5.87 1 * 0.000

Notes: ED error detection, EC error correction
SC * sentence completion CO reading comprehension

As shown in Table 5, the figures for 2-tailed
probability indicate that the IFI group made marked
progress in terms of overall performance on test iters
across task types. There is significant difference in

results between pre- and post- test scores at the .01

level.
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Table 6. Pre vs. Post-tests for the EFI Group
with Regard to the Four Tasks

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

TASK N 7 S N R S T 2-tail Prob.
,

ED 20 36.59 0.080 20 80.47 0.081 -17.20 * 0.000

EC 20 35.67 0.080 20 77.71 0.098 -15.71 * 0.000

SC 20 28.08 0.087 20 77.27 0.105,-16.10 * 0.000

CO 20 44.58 0.187 20 84.31 0.107 - 8.27 * 0.000

Table 6 demonstrates that like the IFI group, the EFI
group improved significantly across all task types over
the instruction period, all figures for 2-tail probability
show significance at the .01 level

4.2 Comparison of mean scores in the pre-and post-tests
for each group in terms of the 11 syntactic properties

Table 7 and Table 8 show the subjects' performance cn
the test items across the 11 linguistic properties:

Table 7. Comparison of the Pre- and Post-tests for
the IFI Group with Regard to the Properties

,

PROPERTY N 7 S N 7 S 7 2-Tai1
Prot

PST IR 20 46.48 0.165 20 81.92 0.110 -8.00; *0.000

DS
,

20 57.75 0.177 20 60.87
,

0.220 -0.48 0.632

AN 20 72.75 0.137 20 84.37 0.144 -2.72, *0.010

PP EX 20 21.06 0.150 20 -8.-5 0.156 -11.92 1,0.000

RE 20 13.50 0.132 20 64.06 3.192 -9.70 *0.000

PE 20 23.31 0.146 20 -3.2- 0.156 -10.46 ii0.00

DI 20 44.69 C.084 20 47.12 0.022 --.7a s.,-,c,r.

;SF 20 35,42 0.123 2C 48.15 0.042 -6.30 0.000

PAS ,AG 20 20.62 0.093 20 -5.8- 1.139 -1-.19 01,1

' FC 20 0.94 0.04220 6-,50 0.23- -8.76

1 FO 20 18.12 0.118 20 '8.04 0.068 -19.74
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Table 8. Comparison of the Pre- and Post-tests for
the EFI Group with Regard to the Properties

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

PROPERTY N R S N R s T 2-tail
Prob

PST IR 20 47.08 0.145 20 87.00 0.109 -9.83 *0.000

DS 20 59.12 0.112 20 77.56 0.178 -3.92 *0.000

AN 20 71.25 0.114 20 90.25 0.099 -5.58 *0.000

PP EX 20 25.31 0.142 20 79.75 0.185 -10.43 *0.000

RE 20 13.50 0.110 20 68.25 0.042 -11.20 *0.000

PE 20 22.50 0.133 20 77.69 0.185 -10.83 *0.000

DI 20 46.87 0.065 20 77.37 0.136 -9.07
4_

*0.000

SF 20 35.58 0.023 20 71.87 0.238 -6.59 *0.000

PAS AG 20 13.25 0.114 20 80.31 0.081,-22.12 *0.000

FC 20 1.87 0.061 20 90.00 0.082 -38.49 *0.000

FO 20 15.37 0.144 20 83.56 0.0901-17.97 *0.000

Notes: PST = the simple past tense
IR = forms of irregular verbs
OS = do-support for negative and interrogative

construction
AN = anaphoric use of the past tense
PP = the present perfect
EX = experiential perfect RE = perfect of result
PE = perfect of persistent situation
DI = difference between the simple past tense and

the present perfect
SF = distinction between since and for
PAS = the passive construction
AG = mapping of agent and patient to NP slots
FO = morphological properties of the passive
FC = focus function of the passive

As evidentain Table 7 and Table 8, in respect tc the
11 grammatical 3eilitures, both methods led to significant
progress in perfornance at the .01 level.4

Through an analysis of paired t-tests, a:1 of the pre-
and post-test scores in the above four tables were found
to be significantly different at the .01 level. This
finding suggests that each method in itself FI, EFI)
provided the students a c''ince to improve considerably on

4Air v
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language proficiency in this four-week program, lending
support to the argument that formal instruction in general
is conducive to SLA, be it implicit or explicit.

In order to see which method is more effective in
accelerating the rate of SLA, t-tests were performed to
compare the mean accuracy scores of the two groups in the
pre- and post tests. The data wos first analysed to obtain
the overall achievement scores."'

Table 9. Comparison of the Overall Achievement Scores of
the Two Groups in the Pre- and Post-tests

EFI GROUP IFI GROUP i

31 S N 51 S T
?

2-tail1
Prob

PRE-TEST 20 33.73 0.065 20 34.93 0.055-0.63 0.543

POST-TEST 20 79.09 0.091 20 71.67 0.078 2.78
!

* 0.009 i

Table 9 demonstrates that in the pre-test there is no

significant difference between the two groups, while in

the post-test, the two groups differ significantly at the
.01 level.

4.4 Comparison of the mean scores of the two groups in
the pre- and post- tests in terms of tasks

The mean accuracy scores of the two groups were also
compared across task types, the following two tables show
the results of the statistical analysis in the pre- and

post-tests:

Table 10. Comparison of the Pre-tests
in Terms of Tasks

Results

1 EFI GROUP IFI GROUP

TASK
I

N X .14
X :2-tail Prob.;

ED 120 36.56 0.080120 38.76 0.076 -0.88 0.385

EC ;20 35.67 0.080120 37.27 0.078i-0.64 0.529

; SC 28.08 0.08720 29.51 0.073 -C.56 0.576

CO 2 44.58 0.18720 48.47 0.125 -0.70 0.444

.1;;:.(1 7 r
141
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Table 11. Comparison of the Post-test Results
in Terms of Tasks

EFI GROUP IFI GROUP

TASK N R S N 7: S T 2-tail Prob.,

* 0.020ED 20 84.41 0.018 20 78.36 0.076 2.43

EC 20 81.33 0.090 20 73.60 0.081 2.87 * 0.007

SC 20 80.16 0.088 20 70.14 0.110 3.18 * 0.003

CO 20 84.31 0.107 20 69.86 0.109 4.24 * 0.000

It is observable that in the pre-test, there was no
significant difference between the two groups of scores,
while significant difference can be discerned across all
the task types in the post-test, showing that the EFI
group did conspicuously better than the IFI group in
carrying out various learning tasks. We may venture to
conclude that the explicit instruction is more effective
than the implicit instruction in speeding up the learning
rate. However, this conclusion turned out to be premature
-- when we compared the mean scores of the two groups
across the grammatical properties, a different picture
emerges.

4.5 Comparison of mean scores of the two groups in the
pre- and post-tests in terms of the eleven syntactic
properties

Table 12 demonstrates the subjects' performance cn the
test items across the 11 properties in the pre-test. It
can be seen that in the pre-test, generally no significant
difference was found between the two groups. The subjects
had the low score on the passive construction, but a

significant difference was found between then vis-a-vis
the property of "AG" (v.05): the IFI group performed
better than the EFI group with regard to the mapping of
the agent and patient to NP slots. It should also be noted
that a near significant difference between the twc groups
was found for the property of "FC" with the EFI group
performing betIer In respect to the fcregrounding or
focus function ay the passive.

3 3
BEST COPY MAME
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Table 12. Comparison of the Pre-test Results
in Terms of Properties

EFI GRCUP IFI GROUP

IPROPERTY N R S N i S T 2-tail
Prob.

PST IR 20 47.08 0.145 20 46.48 0.165 0.12 0.903

DS 20 59.12 0.112 20 57.75 0.177 0.29 0.771

AN 20 71.37 0.114 20 72.25 0.137 -0.22 0.827

PP EX 20 25.31 0.032 20 21.06 0.150 0.92 0.362

RE 20 13.50 0.110 20 13.50 0.132 0.00 1.000

PE 20 22.50 0.1331 20 23.31 0.146 -0.18 0.855

DI 20 46.87 0.065 20 44.69 0.084 0.92 0.362

SF 20 35.58 0.105 20 35.42 0.137 -0.48 0.631

PAS AG 20 13.25 0.114 20 20.62 0.093 -1.24 *0.031

FO 20 15.37 0.144 20 18.12 0.0261-0.66 0.512

FC 20 1.87 0.094 20 0.94 0.042 0.57 0.071

Two observations can be made based on Table 13.
Firstly, there is a clear statistical difference between
the two groups in the passive construction. A significant
difference can be discerned in all the three properties of
the passive construction. The EFI group did conspicuously
better than the IFI group in the use of the foregrounding
function of the passive (FC p * 009, raw score: 90/67%).
In the other two properties, namely, the mapping of the
agent and patient to the NP slots (AG) and the
morphological properites of the passive (FO), significant
differences at the level of .05 are found. Secondly, the
two groups showed no clear statistical difference on the
acquisition of tense and aspect. Among the eight
properties relating to tense and aspect, only two (do
support and difference between the simple past tense and
present perfect) reached the level of significance. From
the data available, we may claim that explicit instruction
is more effective than the implicit instruction in
teaching the passive construction. The former is not
superior to the latter as far as tense and aspect are
concerned.
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Table 13. Comparison of the Post-test Results
in Terms of Properties

EF1 GROUP IFI GROUP

PROPERTY N X S N X S T 2-tail
Prob.

PST IR 20 87.00 0.109 20 81.92 0.110 1.46 0.151

DS 20 77.56 0.178 20 60.87 0.230 2.57 *0.015

AN 20 90.25 0.099 20 84.37 0.144 1.50 0.142

PP EX 20 79.75 0.185 20 78.75 0.156 0.18 0.855

RE 20 68.25 0.189 20 64.06 0.192 0.69 0.491

PE 20 77.69 0.185 20 73.37 0.156 0.80 0.431

DI 20 77.37 0.136 20 67.12 0.098 2.74 0.010

SF

AG

20

20

71.87

82.31

0.238

0.081

20

20

68.15

75.87

0.190

0.1091

0.55

2.12

0.587

*0.042PAS

FO 20 83.56 0.090 20 78.06 0.068 2.181.0.036

2.90 *0.009FC 20 90.00 0.082 20 67.50 0.337

Table 14 exhibits the results of the spontaneous
production test designed to examine the interface
position.

Table 14. Comparison of Mean Scores of the Two Groups
in Spontaneous Language Production in the Post-test

EFI GROUP 1 IFI GROUP

ISPONTANEOUS
1

N X S 1 N X S T !2-tail

1,IIODUCTION i
' Prob.,

i20 87.29 0.112120 71.57 0.215i2.871*0.008'
,

This table reflects that the EFI group did
significantly better than the IFI group in both action and 0
picture description tasks, suggesting that there is An
interface between the explicit and implicit knowledge.

In order to find further evidence In support of the
above findings, the individual gain scores and then the
gain scores of the two groups were computed and compared
in terms of tasks and properties as well. The following
tables show the results:
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Table 15. Comparison of the Gain Scores of the
Two Groups in Terms of Tasks

EFI GROUP IFI GROUP

TASK N X S

p.

N X S T 2-tail Prob

ED 20 43.88 9.52 20 36.01 8.07 2.05 * 0.048

EC 20 42.04 10.08 20 33.01 8.19 2.32 * 0.026

SC 20 49.19 3.96 2u 38.45 4.77 2.47 * 0.018

CO 20 39.73 10.96 20 21.39 8.49 3.67 * 0.001

Table 15 demonstrates that the difference in favour of
the EF/ group is significant at the .05 (ED, EC, SC) and
.01 (CO) level.

Table 16. Comparison of the Gain Scores of the
Two Groups in Terms of Properties

EFI GROUP

Property N X S

PST IR 20 39.92 12.41

DS 20 18.44 14.39

AN 20 19.00 11.41

PP EX 20 54.44 21.75

RE 20 54.75 17.59

PE 20 55.19 16.35,

DI 20 30.50 12.39;

SF 20 36.29 13.30*

PAS AG 20 67.06 9.33

FO 120 88.13 11.21

FC 20 68.19 1.518

As is clear from table

IFI GROUP

2-tail]
Prob.

N X S T

20 35.44 12.15 0.99 0.328

20 3.12 15.63 1.78 0.083

20 11.62 13.55
4

0.38 0.707

20 57.69 20.43 -0.26 0.795,

20 50.56 14.91 -0.13 0.900

20 50.06 19.32 0.89 0.378

20 22.43 11.30 1.64 0.109

20 32.73 17.25 1.11 0.275

20 55.25 11.38 3.34*k0.002!

20 66.56 9.56 2.00 0.053!

20 59.94 5.42 3.39110.003

16, no significant difference
was found in the p-coperties related to tense and aspect.
But in the passive construction, a significant difference
was found on the items related to the mapping of semantic
roles to NP positln 0,G pc 0]) *nd the foregrounding of
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the passive (FC, p<.01). A near significant difference at
the .05 level can also be seen with respect to the
morphological properties of the passive (F0).

It is interesting that the result from the comparison
of the gain scores of the two group is identical to that
of the comparison of the post-test scores of the two
groups. The EFI group performed significantly better than
the IFI group across task types. But with regard to the
grammatical properties, the former did not outperform the
latter, except on the passive construction.

The results of the study can be summarized as follows:

i) Positive findings have been obtained which show
that form-based classroom instruction is conducive to the
success of SLA. Through three weeks of instruction, the
learners in both groups made significant progress in the
acquisition of the three grammatical structures. The
comparison of the pre- and post-tests scores within groups
has provided evidence to support the first hypothesis that
formal instruction in general has positive effects on SLA.

ii) The second hypothesis is only partially confirmed
by the statistical analyses. The available data have
indicated that explicit formal instruction is more
effective than implicit formal instruction in accelerating
the rate of the learners' acquisition of the passive
construction. However, this is not true of the subjects'
acquisition of tense and aspect. As far as tense and
aspect are concerned, explicit instruction is not superior
to implicit instruction.

iii) The result of the spontaneous production test
appears to be in favour of the interface position. The EFI
group did significantly better than the IFI group,
suggesting that explicit knowledge can be converted into
implicit knowledge through practice.

5. DISCUSSION

The findings from this study indicate that formal
instruction in general is conducive to the success of SLA.
The scores obtained from the pre- and post-tests within
each group have provided ample evidence to support the
first hypothesis.

a) Marked Improvement on Test Items Across Task
Types and Properties in Both Groups

As reflected in Tables 5 to 8, there was substantial
overall progress in each group as a result of experi7ental
lessons. Both EFI and IFI functioned well and led to
significant differences at the .01 level both across task
types and properties. Taking the scores of the properties
as a starting point, it can be observed that tne initial
scores of the present perfect and the pr.ssive construction
were very low, ranging from 0.94% to 46.87% (cf. Table
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12). However, after the experimental treatment, all the
scores exceeded 64% (cf. Table 13). The lowest group gain
score was 3.12% which appeared in the IFI group on the
test items relating to the property of the do-support for
negative and interrogative construction (cf. Table 16,

DS). The highest gain score reached 88.13% which was
obtained by the EFI group on the focus function of the
passive (cf. Table 16, FO). Although the initial scores of
the simple past tense were already relatively high,
ranging from 46.48% to 72.75%, noticeable progress can
still be observed. Tables 7 and 8 show that both groups
improved appreciably on the properties of the irregular
past tense morphology (IR) and the anaphoric use of the
past tense (AN). Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate respectively
the overall improvement of the IFI and EFI groups on the
acquisition of the 11 grammatical properties:
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Figure 4. Overall Improvement of the EFT Group
on the Acquisition of the 11 Properties

The evidence indicates that focusing learners'
attention on the formal characteristics of grammatical
features facilitates the rate/success of S. As was
stated in section 3.1, the subjects in this study did not
have any target language exposure outside the classroom.
Therefore, the conspicuous improvement the subjects made
can only be related to the amount of formal instruction
they received in the classroom. Thus the proposal that
f3rm-based :lassrccm teac:11ng cf specIfl:
properties and structures contributes to the ac.luisition
of L2 learners has been confirned by the findings from the
present study.

b) Evidence for the Tnternalizaticn of 3r3rhatical
Knowledge

:t must te erpnasized that tte :earners' oost-test
performance '4tis not simply an indication tteir
familiarity with the test itens. ?either. there is

substantial evidence showing that they have internalized
the linguistic properties and structures.
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From the description of the task types in section 3.4
and the test papers in appendix I to V, we can see that
most grammatical items in the achievement test were
contextualized, involving the meaningful use of the target
language. For example, in the sentence completion task,
the subjects were required to finish the dialogue using
non-verbal cues (cf. "Tom's diary" in Appendix I). In the
same task, the subjects were asked to complete a passage
with information given in the chart (cf. Appendix II). In
the reading comprehension task, the learners were provided
with several dialogues and their understanding of the
temporal and aspectual properties would be a prerequisite
to the correct inference (cf. Appendix III). The
picture/action description task elicited the subjects'
spontaneous use of the learnt structures (cf. Appendix IV,
V). These tasks by and large examined the learners'
internalized/acquired knowledge of the target language.
The gain scores of the two groups and the significant
difference between the pre- and post-test results
reflected that after three weeks' instruction, the
subjects had acquired to some degree some of the
properties of the selected grammatical structures.

Hypothesis 2 states that explicit formal instruction
is more effective than implicit formal instruction in
accelerating the rate of SLA. Results indicate that the
EFI group outperformed the IFI group in the five tasks.
However, so far as the grammatical properties are
concerned, this hypothesis is only partially confirmed.
(cf. Tables 13, 16). Comparisons of the post-test scores
given in Table 13 reveal that the EF1 group excelled on
the five properties, namely, Do-support in the negative
and interrogative sentenues kb6), difference between the
simple past tense and the present perfect (DI), mapping of
agent and patient to NP slots (AG), morphological
properties of the passive, (FO) and the foregrounding/
focus function of the passive (FC). Comparisons of the
gain scores of the two groups given in Table 16
demonstrate that the EFI group did significantly better
only with respect to AG and FC, and marginally FO. with
regard to the acquisition of the other properties, the
relative effectiveness of the two methods was about the
same. The results raise an interesting and important
question: why is explicit formal instruction useful in
some syntactic areas, but not others?

a) Morphological Complexity of Tense Marking in
English

In English, tense marking Is morphologically complex,
because it is not always suffixed to the verb stem.
Sometimes It is suffixed to modals; at ot.her times, it
appears on aspectual elements or dummy DO:

e.g.: I could not go.
He gone before I arrived.

di.4 not see hin.



The regularities of tense marking in English can be92
summarized as follows:

i) In an affirmative, declarative sentence, tense
marking appears on the first verbal element of the clause,
whatever that is. It can be a main verb or an auxiliary
verb:

e.g.: John lef the classroom (main verb is
inflected).
John a2111/ draw well when he was only five.
(inflection on the modal auxiliary)
John had turned off the light before he went to
bed.
(inflection on the aspectual element)

ii) In negatiVe and interrogative sentences, tense
marking appears on the first auxiliary element if there is
one (including modal and aspectual morphemes). If there is
no auxiliary element, tense marking appears on a dummy DO:

e.g.: John was not singing.
Was John singing?
John did not pass the mid-term examination.
Did John pass the mid-term examination?

to

The variable positioning of the tense marker may
present a serious problem for learners whose first
language is Chinese, a language generally considere,d to be
morphologically impoverished.

b) Lexical Idiosyncracy of Irregular Morphology
Another aspect of past tense morphology that poses

problems for learners is the existence of irregular past
tense forms. Irregular verbs, unlike regular ones, are
not inflected with the -ed morpheme. Although some
patterns can be found in how the past tense of irregular
verbs is formed, which verbs take irregular tense
morphology is entirely idiosyncratic. The learner has to
identify the verbs that take on irregular morphology and
this is no easy task. Past tense marking is

morphologically complex, but is governed by regularities
such as the cond,L1c,n cense marking of dummy Q.
Given the poor language environment, it would be difficult
for the Chinese learners to induce such complex rules on
their own from limited amounts of exposure. It is in this
context that explicit instruction may be useful. In the
EFI group, the abovementioned regularities were explicitly
explained to the learners who may benefit from clear
statement of the regularities on the part of the teacher.
Our results indeed suggest that the EF: group benefited
from the explicit statement of the tense marking 10
regularities (cf. Table 13, 161.

c) Semantic Complexity of the Present Perfect
Results from this study reveal that there was no

significant difference between the two groups with respect
to the acquisition of the fi'ge properties of the present
perfect cf. Tables 1:$.. 16. A pcssible explanation for
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this finding is that the concept of aspect is semantically
complex and abstract. On one hand, the present perfect,
bears the core meaning of currpnt relevance of a prior
event; on the other hand, it carries shades of peripheral
meanings (cf. Figure 1 "types of the present perfect,
Comrie 1976, 1985). In our study, besides the core meaning
of the present relevance, we explained to the EFI group
the peripheral meanings. However, as indicated in Tables
13 and 15, the EFI group did not surpass the IFI group, in
respect to their performance on these properties,
suggesting that the explicit explanation of the peripheral
meanings of the present perfect did not accelerate the
acquisition rate.

The second noticeable point is that with limited
exposure to the norms governing the use of the present
perfect in English, it is difficult for the Chinese
learner to derive the core meaning of the present
relevance by implicit instruction alone. The expression of
the current relevance is very subjective and abstract.
Without explicit explanation of such meaning, the
learners' will find it extremely difficult to zorrectly
distinguish between the past tense and the present
perfect. This claim is confirmed by the low score of the
IFI group in the post-test (cf. Table 13, DI: 67.12%).
What should also be menti sd is that although the EFI
group performed significan' y better than the IFI group in
the post test, the comparison of the gain scores between
the two groups did not show any significant difference,
lending further support to the idea that the core meaning
of the present perfect is one of the evasive areas for
Chinese learners.

d) Explicit Instruction Accelerates the Acquisition of
the Passive Construction

In this study, the EFI group had outstanding
performance on the passive construction. Significant
differences can be discerned in all the three properties
of the passive construction, either in the comparison of
the post-test scores or the gain scores (cf. Tables: 13,
16). A possible explanation is that the selected
properties of the passive Construction are less complex
than tense and aspect in respect to their structures and
meanings.

i) Mapping of semantic roles to NP slots
This property only involves a syntactic operation,

.:Jiat is, the ihterchange of the subject and object noun
:phrases. An explicit statement of the mapping of the agent
Ind patient to different NP slots greatly facilitates its
acquisition. Notice that in the pre-test, the IFI group
outperformed the EFI group (P = 0.031). However, after the
experimental treatment, the EFI group did significantly
better than the IFI group (cf.Tables: 13, 16).

ii) Passive morphology is simpler than past tense
morphology:
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The following -..chema shows that the passive morpheme,

unlike nthat cf tne past tense, is attached to a fixed
position. The passive7 be is always located between the
auxiliary and the verb, and the passive gn always appears
suffixed to the verb.

NP
1

AUX V NP
2

NP
2

AUX be V+en by NP
1

In our experimental lesson, the position of the
passive morpheme, as well as two common errors related to
passive morphology: subject/verb concord and insertion of
dummy were directly explained to the EFI group. The
results of the spontaneous production task (a picture
description task) reveal that the subjects in the EFI
group had performed significantly better than the IFI
group, suggesting they had internalized the morphological
rules involved in passive formation.

iii) The foregrounding function of the english passive
In English, the passive construction is used when one

wants to foreground or draw attention to the result or the
patient. This has to do with the fact that the subject
position is considered to be a salient position in the
sentence. The subject of the passive structure, where the
patient NP is located, is therefore highlighted or
emphasized in some sense (cf. Keenan, 1985).

In the Chinese classroom, the foregrounding or focus
function of the passive is seldom explained to the
learner. The common practice in the teaching of the
passive structure is sentence transformation. The learners
are asked to convert active sentences into passive ones,
or vice versa. The consequence is that the learners do not
know when to use the passive structure. Again given a
relatively impoverished learning envioronment, it is
difficult for the learners to induce this function from
teachers' use of passive structures by mere exposure.
Given this context, it seems plausible that explicit
description of the foregrounding function of the passive
will facilitate its acquisition. In our experiment, the
explicit explanation of this property to the EFI group
proved to be an aid to the learners. The results of the
picture description test indice:e that the EFI group did
markedly better than the IFI group.

Findings from this study appear to be in favour of the
interface position. The action/picture description task of
this study, which required an internalized knowledge of
the three selected structures allows us to examine the
interface position on a small scale. Results of the
learners' performance on this task reveal that the EFI
group significantly outperformed the IFI group in
spontaneous language production, lending support to the
possibility of transfer of explicit grammatical knowledge
ihto the learners' competence. Krashen's theory seems
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incapable of handling the superiority of the EFI group
over the IFI group.

S. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we examined the absolute effect of
formal instruction on the acquisition of the three
grammatical structures by the Chinese adolescent ic-arners
of English. The overall results seem to support the
general conclusion that form-based classroom instruction
facilitates SLA. However, our findings do not suggest that
explicit instruction is always a better means to
accelerate the rate of acquisition. Rather they indicate
that explicit instruction is more effective in teaching
the less complex properties and structures such as the
mapping of agent and patient to NP slots and the
morphological properties of the passive construction. In
respect to the more complex properties as the semantic
meanings of the present perfect, explicit instruction did
not show any superiority over implicit instruction. This
finding is compatible with that of Van Baalen (1983). A
tentative conclusion can be drawn that explicit
instruction is effective with simple rules but not so with
complex ones. Results from this study appear to be in
favour of the interface position, but because of the small
size of the sample and limited number of test items, no
conclusion can yet be drawn. More empirical studies are
necessary to explore why explicit knowledge can be
transferred into implicit knowledge and which method is
most effective to accelerate this transference. This might
be a profitable line for future enquiry.
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Notes

1) This article is based on a portion of the author's
M.Phil. thesis prepared under the supervision of Dr.
Thomas Lee at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I wish
to thank Professor William Rutherford and Rod Ellis for
their helpful comments on an earlier version of this paper
presented at the International Conference on Syntactic
Acquisition, CUHK, 1989. Special thanks are due also to
Ms. Lao Zhi-xiu of Beihai Middle Schooland her lovely
students who made this project possible. I am indebted to
the Lingnan Foundation, the United Board of High Christian
Education in Asia and the Weixin Group of Hong Kong for
finantial support, without which the study would not have
been successfully completed.

2) The average academic score was obtained on the basis of
two scores: the score on the mid-term examination and the
average score of a series of quizzes held in their regular
English course.

3) Because of the communication gap between the
investigator and the teacher of English in Beihai middle
school, the past tense had been taught before the
experiment. But based on the mean scores of each group in
the pre-test, we may claim that before the experiment, the
subjects had not acquired the selected grammatical
properties. Note the pre-test mean scores given in the
following figure for the three areas under investigation:

the past tense the present perfect the passiv construction

EFI IFI EFI I I E IFI

X 58.59 59.65 29.36 28.83
(percentile)

4) No significant difference was
the property of DS (P=.633).
significant differences for the
for the task types as well (P < .

33.73 34.93

found in the IFI group on
However, there were

other 10 properties and
01).

5) The achievement score was obtained by averaging the
scores of the five learning tasks, that is, error
detection, error correction, sentence completion, reading
comprehension and spontaneous language production.

6) A significant difference was found in the post-test in
respect to the property of the difference between the
simple past and the present perfect (DI). However, the
comparison of the gain scores of the two groups did not
show any significant difference (p=.109)

7) Adverbs are excluded from the discussion here.

iuj
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8) In Van Baalen's study, it was found that the pupils who
received explicit instruction equal those pupils who were
exposed to more implicit procedures in the case of more
complex structures (do-support and -ing form), while with
less complex structures (SVO-order and 3rd person -s), the
expicit group outperformed the implicit group.
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Appendix I. Sample of Sentence-Completion Task A

This is Tom's diary. Answer the questions with the
information you get from the diary.

VFlik t91 ittillizteg4 FrtEM tr-M4-1TIRA3

Monday, 9.00

11.00

meet Mr.Ford at the Guest House,(4C4' E )

fly to Beijing,

Tuesday, not feel well, catch cold, stay at the

hotel,

Wednesday

morning,

visit Qinghua University,interview some

students and teachers,

afternoon, Write a report, send it back to Xinmin

Evening Newspaper( iVIRStA.) by telex,

( t4 )

evening, phone Sam Jones, invite him to the concert,

Thursday, leave Beijing, go to Chang chun by train,

Friday, visit Jilin Univerity, meet some friends,

Questions: 1, When did Tom fly to Beijing?

He

2, Did he do anything on Tuesday? Why?

3, What did he do on Wednesday?

He

4, Did he invite Sam to visit the friends?

5, Did he leave Beijing during the weekend?

( Complete answers are required )

j4 m

1 a
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Appendix II. Sample of Sentence-Completion Task B

Look at the chart below and fill in the blanks according

to the information you get from the chart.

( 1." fel IV I.( im&itl tt4 414.)

Beijing is in the north of China. It often snows in winter.

The following chart is the record of the weather forcast.

It

Monday: cloudy

Tuesday: rain and snow

Wednesday: cnow

Thursday: heavy snow

Friday: rain and snow

Saturday: snow

is Sunday today. Xiao Fang is at home. She

(stay) at home since , because it began to

snow that day. She telephoned Li Hua early in the morning.

Li Hua said, "I will come before 10 o'clock." So Xiao Fang

began to wait for her. It is three o'clock in the

afternoon, but Li Hua is still not here. Xiao Fang

(wait) for LiHua for
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Appendix III. Sample of Picture-Description Task

a, Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks according

to the information you get from each picture.

(.a 7 di) 10. ifj A *Fc rAi tr-- 4 )
1, have been caught by

2, has been found by at last.

3, was invited by to go the concert.

4-, was taken care of by

REST COPY AVAILABLE
1

°u

gezbei.
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b, Make up a sentence to describe what is happening in each

picture, using the word given.

( j4. ti , tt Bg
AzZ4jaj ti 7

Lt. cf 171
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Appendix IV. Sample of Reading Cowprehension Task

Read the following English and Chinese sentences. Indicate
which Chinese sentence gives the correct inference of the
Eglish sentence.

feptv4t v4. OA Ris IltV ita.4 *)
fel* Pg )

1, Jane: Have you received any letter from John?

Bob: No. But he has come to Shanghai.

al

bf4jg*I1Er-T,St-k-4.

t*VAIJ*-1",,tt_r..14740.,

2, Jane: Have you received any letter from John?

Bob: No. But he came to Shanghai the other day.

a' 114*T/Ei--t34,

b'

3, Dr.Guan is watching the football match on TV. His

student is talking to him.

student: Dr. Guan, you like to play football, don't

you?

Dr. Guan: Yes, indeed. I watch football match on TV

every weekend. I played football when I was

young.

a,

b -±-411604)5.Z.. fdt , 0.*T43-

C,

1 u
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Appendix V. Sample of Action Description Task

Look at the teacher's performance and use the following

words to describe the series of actions that the teacher

carries out. Pay attention to the tense you use.

irtzt.tt

1, show, put on, take off, give,
2, take out, open, take out, close,
3, put on, take off, put on, go out,
4, hide, take out, read, throw,
5, fall down, sit on, stand up with pain, go out,

The action description task was based on Carlota S.

Smith's (1979) experiment on the Ll acquisition of tense

and aspect in which the subjects were asked to describe

actions performed by the experimenter. It was assumed that

action description elicited acquired knowlege of the

language. The following section illustrates a series of

actions performed by the investigator of the present

study:

The investigator put on a white coat, took it off, put

on a red coat and then went out.

The following description will count as a correct

answer: "The teacher put on a white coat. She took it off.

She put on a red coat. She has gone out." The first three

sentences should not have current relevance and should

have the simple past tense; while the last sentence should

appear in the present perfect.
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AN ESSAY ON TOFFEE APPLE AND TREACLE TART,
BEING AN IMITATION OF COCKNEY PUNNING FOR TOEFL
AND TEASL.

Louise S. W. Ho
Department of English

The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Time was when one either learnt English or
one didn't, either one knew English or one
didn't. That straight forward position has since
been defined as a two-tiered system, English as
a second or non-native language and English as a
first or native language. With that shift in
perspective has come the burgeoning industry of
Teaching-English-as-a-second-language. Thus, like
Adam and his animals, with naming comes being,
and ontology is coupled with concept. Trained-
profetssional-specialists now know the entity
called non-native-English and it is the language
non-English, non-Australian, non-American, etc.,
people are to study and learn. The phrase second
language- is meaningless without its being
measured against a first. The first-and-native-
English-language is the ideal standard against
which is pitched the second-rate imitation.
Presumably, the latter, at its very best, can
only be a tolerable version of the former.

Now that it has a name, it can be presented
to the non-native learner of English as a neatly
circumscribed and nicely packaged subject. His
position in relation to the subject is clear, he
is a second-language learner and he is to achieve
the maximum standard of a second language user.
For him to aim for anything beyond would be
unthinkably pretentious or down-right indecent,
possibly immoral. This attitude is sufficiently
accepted by one and all for the native-speaker to
take for granted his position of unquestioned
superiority, while the second-language speaker
languishes behind a taken-for granted
inferiority.

That was by way of introduction. The
following will examine the teaching-of-English-
as-a-second-language in different lights from
different angles. Among other things, TEASL is an
educational situation, a pedagogic activity; it

is not a subject like history, physics or
English. It is a very complex situation which
takes in more factors than pedagogy alone; it

lUd
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bears examination like a piece of glass with
multiple facets.

1. Language acquisition is an intellectual
process; for the foreign student, it does not
come "naturally". A native language is by
definition unavailable to anyone not born to it.
It would be unrealistic for the student to aim
for "native" fluency as an initial goal.
Instead, he can concentrate on using the learnt
language as a tool for thought. Understandably,
this is no easy task as two different processes
of learning are at work side by side: language
acquisition and the clarification of thought.
However, learning will thus by put where it
belongs, that is within the confines of mental
capacity and not within the prescription of a
native condition. Surely, this approach is
particularly apposite to the contexts of a
university. To think clearly is the ambition of
any intelligent person in any language. It is
just conceivable that the non-native's struggle
with language ability stimulates rather than
deters conceptual ability, for effortful
articulation needs subject matter to work on.
Alternatively, not every native-speaker is
articulate by virtue of his being just that.

The two-tiered classificaiton of language
usage can give a false impression of clarity, it
can oversimplify a very complex situation in
which native speakers and non-native speakers
blur the lines between language ability and
thinking ability in their usage of language. It
is not within the scope of this essay to address
such complexities; it merely cautions against
smugness on the part of the native language user
and against an excuse for laziness on the part of
the non-native language user. In any case, the
terms native-speaker's English and non-native
speaker's English do not add up to clear
categories. As English becomes more
international, it necessarily becomes less
English. Auden's words about Yeats helps me to
make my point,

Now he is scattered among a hundred cities
And wholly given over to unfamiliar affections,
To find his happiness in another kind of wood
And be punished under a foreign code of conscience.
The words of the dead man
Are modified in the guts of the living.

(W.H. Auden, from "In Memory of W.B. Yeats")

American English alone testifies to how
English has become very un-English indeed, and
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yet it goes by the name of English all the same.
There are universities in England which offer
courses en English-American comparative studies.
Thus, English and American are both different and
the same, a sure sign that English has become
"modified".

2. The goal for the second-language
learner, however remote, must be that of mastery;
fluency of one kind or another will come of its
own accord once the language begins to feel
pliable and of service. For mastery, the student
does not go to every Tom, Dick or Harry of a
native speaker, he goes to the proven masters of
the language, and there are hundreds and hundreds
of them, from poets to politicians, from lawyers
to philosophers, to the occasional scientist,
etc.

This leads to an embarrassing situation vis-
a-vis the teachers of English-as-a-second-
language. They come from an endless variety of
disciplines; provided they have a diploma in
teaching-English-as-a-second-language, they teach
it. They may also be very impressive specialists
who know all about testing, comprehension,
language-acquisition, etc., but who cannot tell a
bad line-of, say, Tennyson's from a good line of
Tennyson's, simply because they have not read
Tennyson and do not intend to. The fundamental
questions remain: how well do they know the
English Language in terms of its achievements
over the ages? How well will they be able to
guide the foreign student as to what is good
English and what is merely hackneyed? Surely, it
is reasonable enough to ask teachers of English
how well they know English and how good their own
English is. The story goes that Winston
Churchill did badly in Classics at school because
he spent his time studying the English Language.
A good command of English didn't come "naturally"
even to a Churchill!

3. The standard of English in Hong Kong has
been falling, we are told. Jeremials have been
ponderously and urgently delivered from various
quarters of power and authority in the colony,
claiming that the end of good English will also
bring the end of Hong Kong's "prosperity" et al,
considering how Hong Kong must remain an
international centre and that English is the
international language. A most charming method
of redress has recently been introduced which
uses English pop-songs for teaching English.
Well and fine, we might even brighten up Legco
chambers and directoral board-rooms with our
future bright young things talking to the tune of

lii
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"Tall and tan and young and lovely, the girl from
Ipanema goes walking", or "Try to remember the
kind of September when you were a young and
callow fellow". It is anybody's guess as to why
such language samples are better tools for
learnins than, say, "Our dynasty came in because
of a great sensibility" (E. Pound, from "The

Cantos"), or "The best lack all conviction while
the worst/Are full of passionate intensity"
(W.B. Yeats, "The Second Coming").

The end of the world may or may not be
imminent, but whether it comes as a result of

"falling English standards" is another matter.
Does good English make or break a career, one
asks? "Let observation, with extensive view,/
Survey mankind,...." (S. Johnson, from "The

Vanity of Human Wishes") from Hong Kong to
Kowloon: there is for example the top tycoon who
prefers to speak English "ungrammatically", there
is the top bi-mker whose delightful Scottish
accent prevents some of his colleagues from
understanding him, there is the marvellous
politician who does not venture besrond platitudes
and repetition, when speaking in English. One
suspects that one has to "make it" first and then
have one's English accepted as it is. Japan
looms large as an example. It is possible, just
possible, that English is not as vitally
important as it is made out to be. This sense of
importance may be an expression of imperial
sensibilicies that have come to roost in its
language when the empire itself has disappeared.
Know English for what it's worth (and it's worth
a great deal in the hands of masters) and get on
with it, without the shackles of any mystique
that may be attached to it as-a-first-language or
as-a-second-language. At the same time, it is

reasonable to assume that Hong Kong English (if

there is such a thing) will be prefectly
acceptable if Hong Kong business carries on as
usual, not vice-versa.

The state of "falling English standards" is

not a local monopoly. About a decade or so ago,
Harvard University noted this phenomenon among
its students and the authorities there considered
making Year 1 Composition compulsory for all

students. In England, teachers complain that on
average, students nowadays make more grammar
mistakes and cannot spell, and they say it is

because grammar schools, where Latin was taught,
have become obsolete. Now, there is a curious
and fascinating coincidence in the non-native
language picture. As teaching-English-as-a-
second-language becomes more and more an

established discipline, as the industry daily

11
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grows, complete with tapes and special
recordings, books with the appropriate questions
and exercises to aid and educate the foreign
learner, specialized materials prepared by
specialists specially tailored for situations and
levels that have been carefully deduced from
highly controlled tests, the more these very
specialists complain of poor English standards.
The tvo events appear to have developed in direct
proport!_on to each other. I look forward to a
specialist evaluation of this scenario as to
whether it is coincidence or an actual cause and
effect relationship.

4. Eight thousand or so miles from the
United Kingdom, the term native-English takes on
a clarity arld finality prescribed by distance.
England and its native-England-language lie that-
a-way, the imaginary signboard says. I'm
reminded of an actual signboard on the M1 as you
leave London which says in one universal sweep,
"The North". You can well appreciate the immense
simplificaiton of that sign when you recall that
there is more of England north of London than
there is south of London. (Albeit now they call
it once again a country of two nations and the
south dominates even more than normally).

It doesn't take much experience with the
language to realize that English is anything but
monolingual or hcmogeneous, there are many
Englishes even within England itself. The most
obvious demarcations are regional, class and
educational ones. Among those, class language is
the most difficult to pin down. By its very
nature, class language is beyond definition.
Class language is natural to a particular class;
to members of that calss, such usage and none
other is English as understood by them. A friend
(English) once remarked that some English people
didn't speak English, the example she gave was as
follows. She went into an ordinary London cafe
and asked for a roll. The waitress very kindly
advised her against it, as the bread was "stile".
That was twenty plus years ago; to this day, she
still eannot translate "stile" into "stale". For
her, the English waitress simply didn't speak
English.

Another equally precise person once
complained to me that she was surprised at my
inviting to tea together with her someone who
wasn't even nice. Let me try to illustrate. XY
complained that AB was not even nice. Had AB
known about that comment, she would certainly
have said that XY was not nice to think her not
nice. The question is, who is nice? Are they
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both nice or are they both not nice? The answer
lies in the fact that "nice" means rather
different things in different class languages.
What XY was saying was that AB should not have
been included because she did not even belong to
the same class. But to say it so plainly would
not be "a nice thing" to do. It is "nice" to
assume the whole world to be "nice". In order to
make that a reality, you associate only with
"nice" people. You do not even acknowledge the
existence of "not nice" people, let alone their
language. By the very same tokvin, that la-di-da,
hoity-toity, plummy speech is not quite English
either to your solid salt of the earth, for whom
stale (if you insist) is stile and nothing else.

It is hoped that this essay has muddied the
waters enough so that nothing is simply what it
appears to be.

Teaching-English-as-a-second-language will
continue from strength to strength in terms of a

discipline and an industry. Whether it will be
rigidly circumscribed by a prescriptive point of
view, which ignores the real educational
situation, or whether it will be handled with
intelligence, subtlety and imagination remains to
be seen.
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